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Abstract 

In two years, the frontier of relativistic heavy ion physics will move to the Large Hadron Collider 
(LHC), which will explore matter with energy densities greater than 10 times that at the 
Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC), providing an opportunity to test predictions of Quantum 
Chromodynamics (QCD). At the LHC, the cross-sections for high momentum processes are 
expected to be sufficiently large for jet physics to play an important role. Some first hints of 
this exciting physics have already been reported at RHIC energies, namely observation of jet 
quenching, as indicated by the suppression of the yield of high Pt hadrons and the suppressed 
yield of back-to-back correlated hadrons from jets, in central Au+Au collisions. 

However, careful jet and jet quenching analyses require calibration with the parton energy 
prior to its passage though the nuclear matter. This can only be obtained via analysis of ;
jet processes because photons, once produced, are essentially unaffected by a colour-charged 
medium, and pass through the medium retaining their original energy. The experimental 
challenges include identifying photons within the high multiplicity heavy-ion environment and 
reducing the background from the photonic decays of neutral pions. 

This thesis details algorithms developed for photon reconstruction in the heavy-ion envi
ronment for the electromagnetic calorimeter (EMCal) of the ALI experiment. Shower shape 
analysis was used to optimise cuts to discriminate between the direct photon signal and the 
background from the photonic decays of neutral pions. Photon energy resolution of approxi
mately 5% at 10 GeV and 3% at 30 GeV was obtained in simulations. An enhancement in the 

ratio by a factor of 50 relative to theoretical predictions at 20 GeV was obtained using 
the techniques of shower shape analysis. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

High-energy nuclear collisions are used to study matter under extreme conditions with high 
temperatures and pressures possibly leading to the formation of a new state of matter, the 
Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP). At low temperatures the basic constituents of matter, quarks 
and gluons, are confined inside nucleons by the strong interaction, but at high temperatures a 
phase transition to a plasma of deconfined quasi-free quarks and gluons, the QGP, is expected 

Photons do not carry the colour charge of the strong interaction and therefore do not 
interact as they pass through a colour-charged medium. In ~I-jet production, a photon and a 
parton are produced in a hard scattering, with identical energy but opposite direction. The 
hard parton is expected to interact with the medium and lose energy, but the photon will 
emerge with its original energy. Measurement of the energy of both the photon and the jet 
formed by the fragmentation of the parton, will determine parton energy loss in the medium. 

This thesis explores detection techniques for high transverse momentum photons in high
energy nuclear collisions at the LHC, using the proposed electromagnetic calorimeter of the 
ALICE experiment. 

The thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 motivates the study of high-energy nuclear 
collisions, highlighting photon production mechanisms. The experimental setup is discussed 
in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 introduces the simulation software and clusterisation techniques. 
Technical work to improve the simulation and cuts to reduce background are discussed in 
Chapter 5. Cha pter 6 presents the results obtained for photon energy resolution measurements 
and the use of shower shapes to discriminate between photon and neutral pion showers. A 
discussion of algorithm improvements and physics measurements concludes this thesis. 
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Chapter 2 

The Search for the Quark-Gluon Plasma 

The nature of the fundamental constituents of the world has puzzled philosophers for many 
centuries. Over time, the answer has evolved from atoms. through nuclei [1] to neutrons [2] 
and protons [3] and finally to the current hypothesis: quarks. Quarks were first proposed by 
both Gell-Mann and Zweig in 1964 [4] to explain the observed structure in hadron quantum 
numbers [5]. 

Four fundamental forces governing the behaviour of matter have been identified: gravity, 
the electromagnetic force, the strong nuclear force and the weak nuclear force. Some, or 
perhaps all, of these forces become unified at high-energies. Each force, except possibly 
gravity, is mediated by an exchange particle with the interaction strength determined by a 
coupling constant. The theory ofthe strong nuclear force, Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), 
describes the interactions between quarks as mediated by the exchange of gluons. 

Even though the existence of quarks has been postulated for a long time. quarks have 
never been observed in isolation (see [6] for reviews). This is attributed to the strength of the 
strong interaction and known as confinement [7]. However, at the high-energies of accelerator 
experiments, the strong interaction is also described successfully by the parton model [8] in 
which the inter-quark interaction is weak. This behaviour at high energies or small distances 
is known as asymptotic freedom [9,10]. 

Current cosmological theories state the universe was created through the Big Bang [11]. 
The universe was initially filled with quickly expanding and cooling radiation. By approximately 
1 /.18 the temperature and energy density had dropped sufficiently so that quarks and gluons 
condensed out of the energy cloud. This "soup" of free quarks and gluons is thought to have 
existed until 10 I-L" when the quarks and gluons coalesced into hadrons. The state of matter 
with quarks and gluons free to move over distances greater than a nucleon has come to be 
known as the Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP). 

2.1 QeD, Lattice QeD and the QeD Phase Diagram 
The primary difFerence between QCD and the theory of electromagnetism, Quantum Electro
dynamics (QED), is that there is a strong interaction between the gluons. A field theory with 
quanta that are themselves a source of the field is non-Abelian. The non-Abelian nature of 
QCD causes the coupling to decrease at small distances [9J, precisely the opposite to QED. 
At these small distances a perturbative treatment of QCD can be used (see Section 2.4). In 
contrast, when probing large distances, such as the structure of the hadron ground state, the 
coupling constant is large and perturbation theory cannot be applied. 

The MIT bag model [12] provides a phenomenological description of quarks confined within 
a hadron. In this model, quarks are described as massless particles when within the bag and 
infinitely massive when outside it. They are confined to the bag by a parameter called the 
bag pressure, which accounts for non-perturbative aspects of QCD. With the increase of 
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CHAPTER 2. THE SEARCH FOR THE QUARK-GLUON PLASMA 3 

temperature, the pressure from the quark matter increases (due to the increase in the number 
of quarks in the bag as well as their kinetic energy) until it exceeds the bag pressure and 
becomes deconfined . Increasing the density of quarks within the bag lowers the deconfinement 
temperature, as shown in the QeD phase diagram (Figure 2.1) . 

The QeD phase diagram shows the relation between temperature, T, and baryonic chemical 
potential l , J1B [13] . Ordinary matter, with J1B = m proton , occurs at low temperature, as 
indicated by the grey semicircle. The deconfinement transit ion is represented by the line in 
the diagram . The blue arrow indicates the path followed by the cooling universe on the phase 
diagram , characterised by equal proportions of matter and antimatter, i.e . J1B ;::::; O. Other 
exotic states of matter are predicted to occur at low temperature and high baryon density such 
as colour-superconductivity within neutron stars . 

T t 
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Figure 2.1: Schematic QCD phase diagram in the T - f.LB plane from [14] . At low T and 
f.LB nuclear matter is confined with hadrons as the degrees of freedom. At higher T a phase 
transition to a deconfined QGP is indicated by a line . The phase diagram is predicted to 
have a critical point , the precise location of which is unknown . Exotic quark phases may 
occur at high density, such as superconductivity within neutron stars. Possible conditions at 
chemical freeze out at AGS, SPS and RHIC are indicated with blue circles . The blue arrow 
indicates the expected evolution of the early universe and a similar path is expected to be 
reproduced by LHC collisions. 

Lattice gauge theory is a more sophisticated non-perturbative treatment of QeD and uses 
a discrete lattice of space-time coordinates [7J to calculate the transition temperature and 
energy density. An example of recent lattice QeD results, the dependence of c/T 4 on the 
temperature with J1B = 0, is shown in Figure 2.2 [15]. The red and blue lines show 
calculations using two and three light quark flavours respectively, while the light blue line uses 
two light and one heavy quark mass, representing the light up and down quarks and the heavier 
strange quark . At the critical temperature, Tc = 173 MeV, f./T 4 increases suddenly due to 
the phase transition, although this rise is more gradual in the 2+1 flavour case. The ideal 
gas limit, indicated by an arrow on the vertical scale, is never completely reached even at four 
times the critical temperature . 

Recent lattice QeD calculations at finite baryon density have predicted a critical point in 
the T - J1 B plane [16]. located at the change from an analytical crossover to a first order 

1 The baryonic chemical potential is a measure of the excess of baryons over anti-baryons in a system. {Jo B 

is shown in units of nuclear density, in which 1 = mpro ton = 940 MeV 
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CHAPTER 2. THE SEARCH FOR THE QUARK-GLUON PLASMA 
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Figure 2.2: The energy density as a function of temperature for lattice calculations using 
different numbers of quarks [15]. The two and three flavour lines are calculations for 
two and three light quarks. The two plus one flavour line is a calculation using two light 
quarks and one heavy quark . The arrows on the right show the value calculated for the 
Stefan-Boltzmann limit for an ideal gas. 

4 

transition, although the precise transition orders are still under discussion. Calculations of the 

critical point with physical quark masses have predicted it to be located at TE = 162± 2 M eV 

and f.-LE = 36 ± 40 1-I eV , as shown in Figure 2.3 [17] . Large fluctuations are expected to be 

observed in systems near the critical point, resulting in recent experimental efForts. 
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Figure 2.3: Lattice QeD calculation of the critical point [16.17] position in the QeD phase 
diagra m. The errors shown are only those from the reweighting process and . together with 
an additional 1.3% error from the scale determination at T =0. the location is calculated 
as : TF = 162 ± 2 MeV and /.l E = 360 ± 40 MeV 

A theory requires experimental confirmation . QCD predicts the existence of a deconfined 

phase of matter therefore it is desirable to observe it . The Big Bang is unrepeatable but by 

colliding heavy nuclei together at high energies , very large energy densities can be obtained 

in the laboratory, reproducing conditions similar to those that occurred in the Big Bang. We 
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CHAPTER 2. THE SEARCH FOR THE QUARK-GLUON PLASMA 5 

now briefly outline the history of heavy-ion collisions. 

2.2 Heavy-ion collisions 

In 1974, T.D. Lee suggested at the workshop on "BeV /nucleon Collisions of Heavy-Ions" 
at Bear Mountain, l\Jew York that it would be interesting to explore new phenomena" by 
distributing high energy.. over a .. Iarge volume" to restore the broken symmetries of the 
vacuum and create abnormal states of dense matter [18]. At the same meeting, W. Greiner 
suggested that high energy densities could be achieved with relativistic heavy-ion collisions. 
In 1975, Collins and Perry [19] realised that asymptotic freedom in QCD might imply the 
existence of an ultra-dense form of matter with deconfined quarks and gluons [13], first called 
the Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP) by Shuryak [20,21]. 

The experimental program in nucleus-nucleus collisions began in the mid-1970s at the 
LBL Bevatron-Bevalac facility using fixed target experiments and beams with energies up to 2 
GeV per nucleon. It continued through the 1980s and 1990s with fixed target experiments at 
the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS), with JS 2.,5 - 5 GeV and the Super Proton 
Synchrotron (SPS) , with JS 17.3 GeV, at Brookhaven and CERN respectively. In 2000, 
the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at Brookhaven recorded the first collisions of two 
Au+Au beams. Today RHIC has reached an energy of JS ~ 200 GeV per nucleon. The Large 
Hadron Collider (LHC) is scheduled to begin colliding Pb-ion beams in 2008 with JS ~ 5.5 
TeV per nucleon. For recent reviews of high-energy nuclear physics experiments, see [22]. 

Heavy-ion collisions are visualised in the centre-of-mass frame as the collision of two 
Lorentz-contracted disks. The stages of the collision evolution (Figure 2.4), in a simplified 
picture [23], are as follows. In the pre-equilibrium phase the nucleons pass through each other 
undergoing partonic interactions. A fire-ball of quarks and gluons forms at mid-rapidity and 
equilibrates through rescattering in about 1 fm. This thermalised fire-ball is the QGP stage 
and it evolves hydrodynamically. The rapidly expanding and cooling QGP quickly reaches 
chemical freeze-out, the temperature at which the hadron abundances are determined. This 
hadronic gas cools further until thermal freeze-out after which the particles no longer scatter 
off each other and the momentum distribution is fixed. See [24] for further discussion. 

~~dron~ matter I t ~. 

~~cehad.r~ h 1- / 
I 

X 
pre-equilibr~um ,.,~ quark-gluon plasma 

"., ' 

z 

Figure 2.4: A space-time diagram for the evolution of a heavy-ion collision [25]after [23J 

2.3 Detecting the QGP 
The transient existence of the QGP means that its presence can only be inferred by careful 
analysis of the particles after hadronisation. A number of signatures for QGP formation have 
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CHAPTER 2. THE SEARCH FOR THE QUARK-GLUON PLASMA 6 

been proposed, of which a few will be outlined here. The reader is referred to [22] for a full 
discussion. 

• Low energy leptons and photons emitted by the medium were expected to measure the 
temperature of the matter produced in high-energy nuclear collisions [26]. A small dilep
ton excess has been observed at the SPS [27] and attributed to thermal emission [28], 
but the measurements are limited by statistics. Photon production and detection will 
be discussed further in Section 2.5. 

• Colour screening in the QGP was expected to melt the .f Iw particle leading to suppres
sion relative to p+p collisions [29] . .flY! production was observed to be increasingly sup
pressed with centrality in nucleus-nucleus collisions at the SPS [30], but the suppression 
observed in p+A collisions has raised doubts about the interpretation. Measurements of 
.flY! production at RHIC are currently statistics limited, but results are expected soon. 

• Enhanced strangeness production was one of the first signals of QGP formation to be 
proposed [31]. Strangeness production is suppressed in elementary hadronic collisions 
[32] because of the mass difference between strange and light hadrons. In a deconfined 
medium the mass of the strange quark is reduced as it changes from a constituent quark 
to a current quark. This mass reduction was expected to restore strangeness production 
to the levels predicted by hadron resonance models. Strangeness enhancement has been 
observed in nucleus-nucleus collisions but, until recently, there was no dramatic change 
with increasing energy. A dramatic change in strangeness fluctuations with energy has 
been reported by NA49 [33], but the interpretation of the data is still under discussion. 
See [34] for a recent review of strangeness production. 

• A high-energy parton passing through a QGP was expected to lose energy by interacting 
with the colour charged medium. This phenomenon, also known as jet quenching, has 
been observed at RHIC and will be discussed further in Section 2.4. 

• Momentum anisotropies were expected to provide a measure of the density and pressure 
of the medium [35]. In contrast to what was observed at SPS, the strength of elliptic 
flow at RHIC has been striking and reached the hydrodynamic limit [36]. 

2.4 Hard Probes 
A hard probe is created in a momentum transfer significantly larger than the typical scale of 
QCD, AQC D, therefore its production cross-section can be calculated using a perturbative 
expansion of the strong coupling constant, ns. The terms of the perturbative series can be 
visualised with Feynman diagrams, with each vertex in the diagram contributing a factor of 
0ts to the matrix element. The order of the calculation refers to the maximum order in n51' 

included. Currently pQCD calculations extend to the next-to-next-to-Ieading order (NNLO), 
which includes terms up to n~. 

Hard probes are produced very early in the collision and hence probe the partonic phase 
directly. The initial production yield can be calculated using perturbative QeD and compared 
to vacuum production by scaling p+p results by the number of binary inelastic collisions. 
Typical hard probes include high-PT hadrons, jets, direct photons and hadrons containing 
heavy flavours. 

The study of parton energy loss began with a suggestion from Bjorken, in 1982, that a 
hard parton traversing a QGP would suffer collisional energy loss via elastic scatterings [8]. 
Later it was shown that radiative energy loss was larger [37] than this collisional energy loss. 
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CHAPTER 2. THE SEARCH FOR THE QUARK-GLUON PLASMA 7 

The theoretical development of parton energy loss continued with the introduction of the non
Abelian analogue of the LPM (Landau, Pomeranchuk and Migdal) effect [38] to model multiple 
scattering with a screened Coulomb potential [39]. BDMPS (Baier, Dokshitzer, Mueller, Peige 
and Schiff) later showed that gluon rescattering is very important in a dense medium [40] and 
that parton energy loss depends on the size of the medium, L. Recent works on parton energy 
loss include a path integral approach [41]. twist [42] and an opacity expansion framework [43]. 
For a contemporary summary of the theory of parton energy loss, see [44] . 

High-PT hadron suppression is one of the most striking observations at RHIC (Figure 
2.5) [45-47]). It has been interpreted as being caused by strong initial state effects, such 
saturation of the small-x gluon densities [48], and final state effects, including fragmentation 
function modification and parton energy loss , as discussed above, but after d+Au measure
ments of high-PT hadrons were consistent with p+p results (Figure 2.5), the suppression has 
usually been interpreted as a final state effect . 

• d+Au (MB) 

• Au+Au (0-10%) 

..... 

I 

0.8 

• R.1.\ - dAu min, bias (PbGI) 

o RdA - dAu min , bias (PbS c) 
~=200GeV 

~0.5 0.6 neutral pions 

U 
::l 

Z 
0.4 6. 6. 6 

6.6.6. 6.6.6.t:,6t, ¢. ~~~ 0.2 

5 00 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
234 

PT [GeV/c] PT (GeV/c) 

0.1 

0.1 

• d+Au FTPC-Au 0-20% 
... d+Au min. bias 

(al 

It ~<I> (radians) 

" « 
'D 

c::: 

70-100% 
1.5 

1~±UU 
0.5 

20-40% 
1.5 

2 4 

40-70% 

2 

PT (GeV/c) 

4 

Figure 2.5: Binary collision-scaled ratio of charge hadron and 11'0 inclusive spectra from 200 
GeV Au + Au and d+Au data relative to that from p+p collisions from BRAHMS [45] (upper 
left). PHENIX [46] (upper right) and PHOBOS [47] (lower right) . Di-hadron azimuthal 
correlations at high PT for p+p, d+Au and Au + Au collisions with background subtraction 
(lower left) from STAR [49]. 

6 

Because hadron spectra have limited sensitivity to the properties of the medium [50], the 
next logical step would be full jet reconstruction. Jets are reconstructed in high-energy nuclear 
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CHAPTER 2. THE SEARCH FOR THE QUARK-GLUON PLASMA 8 

collisions by summing the energy in a cone centred on the jet axis. In-medium energy loss has 
been shown to proceed via collinear gluon radiation [51]. These collinear gluons are emitted 
within the jet cone so that the total jet energy is unaltered even when it passes through a 
medium. Additionally, energy resolution measurements are limited by large event-to-event 
background fluctuations [52]. 

Jet fragmentation functions, following their study in e- and p+p collisions [53] have 
been proposed to measure parton energy loss, because the momenta of the particles in the jet 
will be reduced by passing through a medium. Fragmentation functions are defined for p+p 
collisions as: 

D · ) 1 dNch (z =-
N dz 

(2.1 ) 

where 

number of charged particles 

• .., _ PL_ 
~ - Ej. 

• PL particle momentum parallel to the jet axis 

• E'T transverse jet energy 

Wang et al [54] proposed that the energy of a photon emitted in the opposite direction to 
the jet (in the ~f-jet process), could be used to measure the original jet energy. This proposed 
measurement is the primary motivation for this thesis, and we shall return to the topic in more 
detail after discussing photon production mechanisms. 

2.5 Photons 
Photons have long been considered to be a gold-plated probe of QGP formation [21, 55] 
because they only interact electromagnetically and have a mean-free path much larger than the 
fireball. Therefore they pass through the fireball, without interaction, preserving information 
from their creation time. 

The photon production mechanisms thought to occur in heavy-ion collisions are summarised 
in Figure 2.6. Photons produced at early stages of the system evolution are termed direct 
photons, to distinguish them from decay photons produced in electromagnetic meson decays. 
Decay photons are mainly an experimental problem albeit far from trivial. Discrimination 
between direct and decay photons is the central topic of this thesis, but first the different 
direct photon production mechanisms will be discussed. Direct photon production in high
energy nuclear collisions includes QCD-based production, calculated with p+p pQCD and 
scaled by the number of inelastic binary collisions, and medium-induced production in which 
photons are produced by the hot dense medium. 

Direct photon production in p+p collisions has been calculated in pQCD at the next-to
leading order2 (NLO). The direct photon cross-section is the sum of prompt and bremsstrahlung 
components. Prompt photons predominantly come from gluon Compton scattering, when an 
incoming quark absorbs a gluon and then emits a photon (Figure 2.7(a)) and quark-antiquark 
annihilation, illustrated in Figure 2.7(b). Bremsstrahlung photons are produced in calcu
lable processes, such as a quark radiating off a photon (Figure 2.7(d)) and during parton 
fragmentation into hadrons (Figure 2.7(e)). 

2The order of a pQCD calculation refers to the powers in Os considered. NLO pQCD calculations include 
terms up to 
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CHAPTER 2. THE SEARCH FOR THE QUARK-GLUON PLASMA 9 

Photons 

/~ 
Direct Decay 

~~ 
QeD production Medium-induced 

/ '" / .~ 
Prompt Bremsstrahlung Thermal Pre-equilibrium Hard+medium 

/\ 
OGP HG 

Figure 2.6: Photon production mechanisms in heavy-ion collisions. Adapted from [56] 

Perturbative QCD calculations have intrinsic uncertainties due to the arbitrary choice of 
renormalisation, factorisation and fragmentation scales resulting in uncertainties in the pre
dicted photon PT-spectra of around 20-30%. In comparisons to p+p data, the calculated PT 
spectra are systemically less steep and are depleted at low PI'- A phenomenological parameter 
used to represent initial state momentum broadening, kT' improves the agreement to the data. 

In heavy-ion collisions there are additional direct photon sources due to the hot dense 
medium (see Figure 2.6). These include pre-equilibrium photons [57]. produced during the 
thermalisation of the fireball; thermal photons, produced in collisions of the quarks and gluons 
in the medium, and hard+medium, produced by a hard parton interacting with the thermal 
partons in the medium. 

Thermal photons are produced during both the QGP, if present, and the Hadron Gas (HG) 
phases and their momentum distribution reflects that of the particles that produced them. 
There has been much debate over whether the photons from the QGP will outshine those 
from the HG, or vice versa. Initially, Hwa and Kajantie predicted that thermal production in a 
QGP would be greater than in a HG at the same temperature [58], but later Kapusta et al [59] 
argued, on general grounds, that photon production depended on the temperature, not the 
phase of matter. The following year, 1992, Xiong et al [60J calculated that photon production 
rates through the (71 resonance exceeded those considered by Kapusta et al. Complete leading 
order results for photon emission in a QGP [61] have recently been compared to the latest 
HG thermal photon calculations, with revised (Ll production [62,63]. These calculations show 
that at RHIC energies the QGP thermal photon production outshines the HG for photons with 
energies between 1 and 3 GeV, but that there is no energy range where this occurs at SPS. It 
is thought that there may be additional effects on thermal photon production when non-zero 
baryon density is used in the calculations. 

Direct photons are also produced in interactions between a hard parton and the medium, 
such as a fast parton interacting with a thermalised QGP parton [64J and induced photon 
bremsstrahlung from multiple scattering of a fast quark in a QGP [65]. Figure 2.8(b) compares 
the contributions to high-PT photons from the difFerent sources [63] At energies below 17 
GeV the photons produced in the interactions between jets and thermal partons (red) are the 
dominant direct photon source, after which the prompt photons (blue) dominate. At RHIC, 
in contrast, the NLO pQCD photons are the largest contribution for PT > 5 GeV. 

2.5.1 Measuring Direct Photons 

Experimental techniques for measuring direct photons are focused on reducing the large contri
bution from meson decays. Two standard techniques in p+p collisions include invariant mass 
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(a) The leading order gluon Compton scattering QCD diagrams of 
prompt photon production 

rv 
I 

(b) The leading order quark annihilation diagrams 

(c) Two examples of next-to-Ieading order diagrams 

(d) A pQCD calculable 
component of photon 
bremsstrahlung 

(e) A fragmentation photon pro
duced in photon bremsstrahlung 

Figure 2.7: Feynman diagrams contributing to leading order (LO) and next-to-Ieading-order 
(NLO) pQCD photon production calculations. 
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analysis, where pairs of photons having invariant mass close to the "Oor 71 mass are rejected, 
and isolation cuts, where the photon candidates are required to have no other high-PT particles 
around them. The high multiplicity in high-energy nuclear collisions limits the application of 
these techniques. 

Isolation cuts exploit the fact that photons produced in jet fragmentation tend to be 
accompanied by other jet fragments. A cone of a certain radius is formed around the direct 
photon candidate and events which have either another particle in the cone or the energy 
summed within the cone above a threshold energy are rejected. This particular method of 
isolation cuts is not suitable for a theoretical treatment, because of difficulties with infrared 
singularities (divergences in the calculations when very low momentum gluon radiation is 
included). An infrared-safe prescription for an isolation cut has been proposed by Frixione [66]. 

To date, two heavy-ion experiments (WA98 and PHEI\IIX) have reported direct photon 
results, using very similar experimental techniques. The technique used by PHENIX, at RHIC, 
will now be discussed. The inclusive photon spectra were measured and the contribution 
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(a) Predicted thermal and NLO pQCD photon spectra 
for RHIC comparing photons from the QGP (red) and 

(b) Sources of high ]IT photons in central 
Pb+Pb collisions at the LHC [63] 

the HG (blue) from [62] 

Figure 2.8: Predictions of the relative magnitude of photon sources. 

from charged particle and neutron backgrounds was subtracted. An accurate measurement 
of the 11° and r7 spectra was made and the expected decay photons calculated. The decay 
photon spectrum is subtracted from the inclusive photon spectrum to obtain the direct photon 
spectrum as follows: 

( ~.a.,\ ) 
IT ) calc X ~. 

(
"I \ fmc! 

~)mcas 
(2.2) 

The double ratio is used because correlated uncertainties in the ~I and 11° measurement cancel 
in (~[::tf)\ . The ratio l was calculated from Mo~te Carlo simulations. 

'iT meas ca c 
At SPS, WA98 reported the first direct photon measurement (Figure 2.9(a)) in 158 GeV 

Pb+Pb collisions in 2000 [67]. They found a 20% enhancement in the ratio In 

central collisions (Figure 2.9(a) (bottom)) with no significant signal in peripheral collisions 
(Figure 2.9(a) (top)). Their results can be explained by both HG and QGP interpretations. 

The first measurement of direct photons at RHIC was reported by PHEI\lIX at Quark Matter 
2004 [69] and agrees within errors with pQCD scaled by the number of binary collisions. The 
latest results show that the direct photon results agree with NLO pQCD calculations over all 
centralities (Figure 2.9(b )), a somewhat surprising result given the many different photon 
sources. 

2.5.2 High-pI' photon measurements at the LHC 

The abundant production of photons at the LHC will allow the measurement of photon corre
lations as well as the photon spectrum. High-pI' photon studies capitalise on the rapid increase 
of the ~! /,,0 ratio with particle energy. 

The energy loss of a high-PT parton can be studied using photon-hadron or photon-photon 
correlations, using the photons produced in the ~(-jet process. In production, the photon 
and the recoil jet have identical initial energy, therefore the order of magnitude more accurate 
photon energy resolution (d. Section 6.1 and [52}) can be used to study the changes to 
jet fragmentation functions due to the medium [54]. This naive picture is complicated by the 
fact that photons are also produced through bremsstrahlung, which reduces the correlation 
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(a) The imeas/ibkg ratio as a function 
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eral (a) and central(b) 158 A GeV Pb+Pb 
collisions as measured by the WA98 Col
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Figure 2.9: Direct photon results from WA98 and PHENIX. 
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(a) NLO pQCO predictions (circles) of the invari
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(b) NLO pQCO predictions for the ratio 
"(prompt/rro in p+p, p+Pb and Pb+Pb collisions 
at 200 GeV and 5.5 TeV from [70j. The blue cir
cles were used in Section 6.3 to scale the photon 
and rro simulations. 

Figure 2.10: NLO pQCD predictions for direct photons and neutral pions. 
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CHAPTER 2. THE SEARCH FOR THE QUARK-GLUON PLASMA 13 

between the photon and jet momenta. Jet pair production is dominated by gluons , unlike 
, -jets, therefore ,-jet production will provide a means to measure quark energy loss . 

It has been shown that a simple method using , - nO and , - , correlations [72] can be 
used to measure parton fragmentation functions. These correlations can be studied at lower 
transverse momentum than , -jets where jet identification is difficult, and have shown to be 
effective even with a large contribution from bremsstrahlung photons. 

The prompt photon and nO invariant cross-sections at the LHC from a NLO pQCD calcu
lation [70] , including an assumption for nO suppression from jet energy loss, are compared in 
Figure 2.10(a). These calculations include nuclear shadowing (EKS98) and use the CTEQ5M 
structure function and KKP fragmentation. The ratio of prompt photons to nOs is compared 
in Figure 2.10(b), with the predictions for the LHC with energy loss (blue open circles) an 
order of magnitude below that at RHIC (red triangles) . This makes it clear that it will be very 
important to distinguish between photons and neutral pions, which will be the top ic of this 
thesis . 
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Chapter 3 

Experimental Apparatus 

The results that will be presented here were obtained from simulations of the Electromagnetic 
Calorimeter (EMCal) of ALICE, one of the future LHC experiments . This chapter provides 
a brief overview of the LHC and its experiments . A more detailed description is provided of 
the ALICE detector components , focused on the EMCal. The mechanisms of showering in 
calorimeters are discussed and difFerent methods of 'Y - ]fO discrimination are introduced in 
the context of the EMCal. 

LHC· B 
.. ~ Po i llt R -. ..- CERN 

.- - ATLAS 
Pomt I 

ALICE 
-~ Poill t 2 

Figure 3.1: The location of the LHC and its experiments [73J . The ALICE experiment is 
located at Point 2, in France , on the right . 

3.1 The Large Hadron Collider 
The LHC is currently under construction in the existing Large Electron Positron Collider (LEP) 
tunnel at the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) near Geneva (see Figure 
3.1). The LHC will have a circumference of approxi mately 27 km and be located 100 m 
underground . Protons will be collided with an energy of 14 TeV (in the centre of mass frame) 
and lead ions with an energy of 5.5 TeV per nucleon (1148 TeV per Pb nucleus) . The LHC will 
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CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 15 

be the highest energy accelerator in the world and is scheduled to begin proton-proton collisions 
in 2007 with the first heavy-ion collisions in 2008. The ions are accelerated in energy steps 

• ions 

Sources &. 
LlNACS 

LElA 

Proton • An tlDlo tons 

Figure 3.2: The injection scheme at the LHC for protons (orange), antiprotons (red) and 
ions (blue) at the LHC [73]. See text for discussion. 

(see Figure 3.2), reusing the accelerators from earlier CERN experiments, in the following 
sequence: 

• Accelerated to an energy of 4.5 MeV in the linear accelerator (LiNAC) 

• Accelerated to 26 GeV in the Proton Synchrotron (PS) 

• Accelerated to 450 GeV in the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) 

• Injected into the LHC and accelerated to 2.75 TeV 

The LHC has separate magnetic channels for the two beams within a single twin bore su
perconducting magnet, which produces a magnetic field of 8.36 T [74] . The design peak 
luminosity for lead ions is 1027 s-lcm-2 [74] and a summary of some of the significant LHC 
design parameters are provided in Table 3.1. The ion beam will have a bunch crossing time 
of lOOns, four times as long as that in p+p, to reduce event pile-up in the ALICE detectors . 

There will be five experiments at the LHC. A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS (ATLAS) and 
the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) are the two large proton-proton experiments intended to 
discover the Higgs boson and physics beyond the Standard Model. LHCb, a smaller experiment, 
will explore CP violation in the Bs meson sector. TOTEM is dedicated to the measurement 
of total cross section, elastic scattering and diffractive processes using Roman pots, located 
within the CMS cavern. ALICE is the dedicated heavy-ion detector and, as the focus of this 
thesis, its various components will be discussed in more detail in the next section . 

3.2 A Large Ion Collider Experiment 

ALICE, as the dedicated heavy-ion experiment at the LHC, is optimised to analyse Pb+Pb 
collisions at .JS = 5.5 'feV (25 times more energy than today's most advanced accelerators) . 
ALICE is a 14m long cylindrically shaped detector with a diameter of 10m. It will measure 
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CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

Parameter p+p Pb+Pb 
Centre of mass energy TeV 14 5.5 

Injection energy GeV 450 180 
Luminosity cm-2s- 1 2.3 x 1034 1.~ x 1027 

Bunch spacing ns 25 99.8 
Particles per bunch 1.67 x 1011 7.0 x 107 

RMS bunch length cm 7.55 7.94 
Number of bunches 2808 592 
Luminosity lifetime h 10 10 

Dipole field T 8.33 

Table 3.1: Current ultimate LHC beam parameters for p+ p and Pb+Pb collisions at top 
energies [74] 
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Absorber 

Dipole Magnet 

Figure 3.3: An artist's impression of the ALICE Detector with subdetectors labelled . The 

EMCal is not shown. 
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hadrons, leptons and photons over a large phase space to study nuclear matter under extreme 
conditions and possibly the Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP). 

One of the main challenges in Pb+Pb collisions at the LHC is the large predicted particle 
multiplicity and the ALICE experiment has been specifically designed for such an environment. 
The ALICE detectors are shown in Figure 3.3, with a set of central barrel detectors inside the 
magnet from the L3 experiment and a muon spectrometer at forward rapidity. 

The Inner Tracking System (ITS) is the detector closest to the interaction point. It 
consists of six cylindrical layers of silicon wafer covering the central rapidity region and will be 
used for tracking and vertex reconstruction to identify weak decays . 

The Time Projection Chamber (TPC) continues tracking once the particles are outside 
the ITS . The TPC is the main tracking detector of the central barrel and covers a pseudorapidity 
range of l'Tll < 0.9. The TPC, together with the Transition Radiation Detector (TRD) 
and the Time Of Flight (TOF), provides charged particle momentum measurements from 
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Figure 3.4: The charged particle tracking efficiency (left) and momentum resolution (right) 
for charged particles obtained from simulations using the ALICE detectors (left) [75]. 

100 MeV Ic to 100 GeV Ic with excellent resolution and efficiency [75] (Figure 3.4) . 
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The TOF will identify low-momentum particle. The High-Momentum Particle Iden
tification Detector (HMPID) using ring-imaging Cherenkov technology to identify higher
momentum particles. Beyond the momentum coverage of the HMPID, the TPC can provide 
charged particle identification by measuring the energy loss. 

The TRD is optimised for electron measurements from charmonium decays. The Dimuon 
Arm lies outside the central barrel and will measure the production of heavy vector mesons 
including the J Iii! and the Y family through the muonic decay channel. 

The Photon Spectrometer (PHOS) is optimised for photon detection to measure "(
jets and thermal photons. PHOS is a finely segmented, small area lead-glass calorimeter 
(1771 < 0.12, C::. cjJ = 140deg) with an additional charged particle veto (CPV) to reject energy 
deposited by charged particles. There is significant complementarity between the EMCal and 
PHOS and this will be discussed further in the following section where the properties of the 
EMCal are introduced. 
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CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 18 

3.3 The Electromagnetic Calorimeter 

The Electromagnetic Calorimeter (EMCal), proposed by the ALICE-USA collaboration , extends 
the limited calorimetric coverage of PHOS, and allows the detection and characterisation of 
hlgh-PT particles coming from the fragmentation of hard partons. It will enhance the jet 
reconstruction capabilities of ALICE by measuring the energy of the neutral particles in jets, 
providing an efficient trigger on high-energy particles and extending the transverse momentum 
coverage of rare high-PT processes such as , -jets. The EMCal is a sampling calorimeter with 

' x 

". 

I 

I·J 

y 

- 1, 

r.-l 

Figure 3.5: An engineering drawing of cross-section through the ALICE detector . The 
EMCal is indicated in orange. 

alternating layers of lead and scintillator covering 1.4 units of pseudorapidity (77) and 1100 in 
azimuth (¢). In heavy-ion collisions at LHC energies, the rate for high-PT processes will be 
large so that full azimuthal coverage will not be necessary. There is currently an ongoing effort 
to determine the optimum number of towers and segmentation but, it will be assumed in this 
thesis that there are 114 towers in 77 and 168 in cp , yielding a total of 19152 towers 1 This 
translates into a 5.29 by 5.44 cm tower size at the front face of the EMCal. These towers are 
projective 2 and have an angular width of rvO .012 radians, about four times larger than PHOS 
towers. 

The EM Cal will be built from 12 super modules each covering 0.7 radians in 77 and 200 in 
¢ and weighing about 9.6 tons . These super modules segmented into four in the ¢ direction 
(Figure 3.6) to make 48 modules. The modules consist of 57 towers in 77 and seven towers 
in ¢. 

Figure 3.7 shows the layers of each tower. The layers of lead and scintillator are each 5 
mm thick . Table 3.2 compare the radiation lengths of the different tower materials. The 

IThe tower segmentation in the current design is 96 by 144 , a total of 13824 
2A projective tower is oriented with the length lying along a radial line from the interaction point 
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Figure 3.6: An ALICE EMCal super-module (dimensions in mm) with ¢ in the horizontal 
direction (left). A individual module with TJ in the horizontal direction (right). 

Aluminium Front Layer 

Air 

I I 

I I 

L 

Figure 3.7: Schematic diagram of an EMCal tower. The material with the edge closest 
to the interaction point is at the top. Each EMCal tower contains 24 layers of lead and 25 
layers of scintillator. Note that the towers are trapezoidal (not shown here) so that they are 
projective. 

Material Radiation length 
Polystyrene 42.9 cm 

Aluminium 8.9 cm 

Lead 0.56 cm 

Table 3.2: The radiation lengths for the materials in the calorimeter [76] 

radiation length is defined as the distance over which the electron loses 1 - r- 1 ( 63%) of its 

energy through bremsstrahlung and sets the length scale of the electromagnetic shower (see 

Section 3.3.1 for further discussion). The current design of the calorimeter has approximately 

23 radiation lengths, sufficient to contain the showers from photons with energies up to 100 

GeV. Simulations have shown that photons with energy above 100 GeV do not deposit all 

their energy, and punch through to the far side of the calorimeter (Figure 3.8). This results 
in a non-linear calorimeter response and increased fluctuations in the deposited energy, which 

degrades the energy resolution. 

PHOS and the EMCal are both electromagnetic calorimeters and are compared in Table 
3.3. Although PHOS has a smaller granularity and superior energy resolution, the EMCal 

has seven times greater acceptance, allowing the EMCal to measure rare processes to higher 
transverse momentum . 
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Figure 3.8: The energy deposited in the calorimeter by photons as a function of increasing 
energy. The photons with energies above 100 GeV have non-Gaussian energy distributions, 
because they "punch-through" the back of the EMCal. 

Quantity EMCal PHOS 
TI coverage ITII < 0.7 ITII < 0.13 
¢ coverage 6 ¢ = 1200 6<jJ = 1400 

Tower size (radians) 0.012 0.004 
Energy resolution t:.E = 0.07 EB 0.2 EB 0 04 -g--rTE · ¥ = QJ}F EB ~ EB 0.0112 

Table 3.3: Comparison of PHOS and the EMCal 

3.3.1 Particle Showers in Calorimeters 

20 

A particle traversing matter interacts and loses energy thereby exciting the medium. These 
interactions can be one of the strong, electromagnetic or the weak interactions depending 
on the particle type . This section discusses the different energy loss processes as well as the 
development of showers in the context of the EMCal. 

3.3.1.1 Electromagnetic Showers 

A photon loses energy through four electromagnetic processes: the photoelectric effect , co
herent (Rayleigh) scattering, incoherent (Com pton) scatteri ng and electron-positron pa i r pro
duction . The photons studied in this thesis are in the energy range where pair production is 
the dominant process . Pair production occurs only within the field of a charge particle . The 
electron and positron lose energy by ionising the medium and through bremsstrahlung until 
the electron is absorbed and the positron annihilates with an electron. Since, a photon con
verts into an electron-positron pair, the showers from photons and electrons are very similar. 
A significant difference, though, is that the electron immediately begins losing energy in the 
detector, while the photon travels a distance into the material before converting. This distance 
is known as the mean free path and is related to the radiation length . 

Electromagnetic shower development is primarily determined by the electron density of the 
medium so that showers can be characterised by material independent parameters . The shower 
dimensions are described by the radiation length (XoJ and the Moliere radius (PM). The mean 
free path of a high-energy photon is approximately ~Xo [77]. where Xo is the radiation length. 
As electromagnetic showers develop longitudinally the rate of energy deposition increases as 
the number of particles in the shower increases, through pair conversion, until the average 
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CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 21 

energy of the shower particles falls below the critical energy, after which the shower photons 
are more likely to produce one electron through Compton or photoelectric interactions. This 
is known as the shower maximum and the distance to the shower maximum increases with 
particle energy. 

The Moliere radius is a measure of the transverse development of a shower and 95% of 
the shower energy is deposited on average within the Moliere radius. Shower broadening 
is caused by particles which have been produced through multiple scattering, Compton and 
the photoelectric effect moving away from the shower axis. Multiple scattering occurs more 
often during in the early phases of shower development while Compton scattering and the 
photoelectric effect are dominant beyond the shower maximum. 

3.3.1.2 Hadronic Showers 

Hadronic showers are more complicated than electromagnetic ones, because the strong inter
action causes many processes on both the particle and nuclear level. Charged hadrons lose 
energy through a combination of electromagnetic and strong processes, while neutral hadrons, 
such as neutrons, can only lose energy through nuclear reactions. Ionisation is the dominant 
method of electromagnetic energy loss for charged particles other than electrons. The median 
energy deposited by these particles is independent of energy but there is a distribution up to 
the original value. The ?f

O, decays electromagnetically into two photons almost immediately, 
hence its showers will be electromagnetic, despite the fact that it is a hadron. 

Hadronic shower length is governed by the nuclear interaction length, },in( the average 
distance a high-energy hadron has to travel in a material before a nuclear interaction occurs. 
The interaction length depends on the number of protons in the material as well as the 

of the particle interacting. The absorption of hadronic showers requires considerably 
more material than for the electromagnetic showers of the same energy. Hadronic showers 
are considerably broader than electromagnetic showers and consist of two parts: a narrow 
electromagnetic core and an exponentially decreasing hadronic halo. Fluctuations in hadronic 
showers are also larger, due to the many competing processes. For further discussion of both 
electromagnetic and hadronic showers, see [77]. 

3.3.2 l-Ir° discrimination in the EMCal 

When a decays into two photons, the angle between the momentum vectors of the two 
photons, is determined by the energy of the Ir° and the asymmetry of the decay. The asym
metry of the decay is a measure of how Ir° energy is shared between the two photons. This 
opening angle decreases with increasing energy (Figure 3.9) and, in terms of number of towers, 
sets the scale of the resulting shower and hence the analysis techniques to be used for ~/ - ;;-0 

discrimination. 
At low energies the decay photons are well separated, forming two separate clusters of 

energy, and can be reconstructed using standard techniques of invariant mass analysis (see 
Section 6.2.2). At higher energies, the energy clusters of the photons overlap and the photons 
cannot be separately reconstructed, but the shape of the shower from the two photons is 
asymmetrical and very different from that of a single photon. In this region shower shape 
analysis can be used, where the shapes of the showers are fitted to determine whether they 
are photons or not (see Section 6 1). At even higher energies the two photons are so 
close together that their shower shape is indistinguishable from that of a single photon. In 
this region one has to resort to using isolation cuts, which reject photons if there are other 
particles within a cone of a certain radius formed around the photon. 

Note that the regions in energy, in which these different analyses are used, depend strongly 
on the granularity of the detector. In the EMCal invariant mass works well until approximately 
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CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 
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Figure 3.9: The opening angle of the decay photons from nO s in the LAB reference frame 
as a function of the nO energy. The size of one EMCal tower (red line) and one PHOS tower 
(black dashed line) . The mean nO opening angle is superimposed in black. 
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12 GeV and shower shape analysis until approximately 50 GeV. PHOS, in contrast, has towers 
four time smaller than the EMCal, which means that shower shape analysis can be used to 
significantly greater energies (compare the black dashed line in Figure 3.9) . 

This thesis will provide an analysis of photon and 7[0 showers using Monte Carlo simulations 
of the EMCal. Invariant mass reconstruction will be demonstrated, but the focus will be on the 
results that can be obtained using shower shape analysis . Isolation cuts were not investigated 
because the EMCal acceptance is not suitable for their use . 
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Chapter 4 

Simulation and Reconstruction 

This section details software used in and developed for this thesis. The simulations used 
Monte Carlo event generators, followed by a ROOT-based program to approximate the EMCal 
response. A method of characterising particle showers is introduced, which will later be used 
for ~i KO discrimination. 

4.1 The AliRoot Framework 
All simulations and reconstruction algorithms were run within the AliRoot framework: a soft
ware program based on ROOT [7S]. ROOT is a software package widely used in experimental 
high-energy physics, which provides a set of object oriented classes to manage and analyse 
large amounts of data efficiently. Within AliRoot, collisions are simulated using the Monte 
Carlo event generators, PYTHIA [79] (for p+p collisions) and HIJII\lG [SO] (for Pb+Pb colli
sions). The program GEANT3 [Sl] tracks the interactions and energy loss of particles passing 
through the detectors and simulates the detector response. 

The software for all the ALICE detectors, including the EMCal, follows the same simulation 
steps as illustrated in Figure 4.1. GEANT calculates the energy deposited by a particle passing 
through the detector and the further simulation steps are used to modify this to estimate the 
signal produced by the real detectors using known physics processes. 

4.1.1 Coordinate Systems 

The ALICE experiment uses a right-handed orthogonal Cartesian system with the interaction 
point at the origin of the coordinate system [82]. The axes and angles are defined as follows: 

• The x axis lies perpendicular to the beam direction, parallel to the ground and positive 
x points towards the accelerator center. 

• The y axis is perpendicular to the x axis and the beam direction with positive y pointing 
upwards. 

• The z axis is parallel to the beam direction with positive z towards the town of Belle
garde, lying to the east. The muon arm lies at negative z. 

• The azimuthal angle ¢ increases counter-clockwise from x (0 = 0) to y (1) = ~) with 
the observer standing at positive z and looking through the interaction point towards 
Gex, which lies to the west. 

• The polar angle e increases from the positive z axis(e 0) to the x-y plane (e ~) 
to negative z axis (e K). 

The EMCal is a fraction of a cylinder with is axis lying along the beam line. As such, the 
natural coordinate system to use is the azimuthal angle, (tJ and the pseudorapidity, 1]. The 
pseudorapidity is dimensionless and 1> will be expressed in radians for consistency. 
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CHAPTER 4. SIMULATION AND RECONSTRUCTION 

PbPb B Pythia pp 

Geant 

Figure 4.1: The steps of the simulation process for the EMCal within the AliRoot frame
work. PYTHIA (HIJING) is used to simulate the p+p (Pb+Pb) events. The simulated 
particles are tracked by GEANT, which records their energy loss in the detector material. 
One GEANT Hit is produced each time a particle interacts with matter and loses energy. 
The GEANT Hits are summed together in each EMCal tower, so that there is one EMCal Hit 
per particle per tower. The SDigits are constructed by summing the energies from different 
particles in each tower. The Digits consist of the SDigits convoluted with a parameterisation 
of the detector response . 

4.2 Event Generation 

24 

This section outlines the different simulations in this thesis and highlights features of the Monte 
Carlo generators used. The photons and wOs were embedded in Pb+Pb events (simulated with 
HIJING) to enrich the yield because they are rare high-py processes. The same Pb+Pb events 
were reused, because the embedded particles are distributed over the surface of the calorimeter. 
In this section, the simulations labelled "signal" refer to the single particles simulated and 
"background" to the simulations of the underlying event . In , -wO discrimination, in contrast, 
the photons will be considered as the signal and the wOs as the background. 

4.2.1 Signal 

Algorithms for the discrimination of photons and wOs were developed from single particle shower 
shape profiles. There are two main background effects contributing: photon conversion in the 
material before the EMCal and particles from the underlying Pb+Pb event. Four different 
simulation cases were used to disentangle the contributions: 

• The shower shape profile was obtained by simulating events containing single photons 
and wOs with energies ranging from a to 100 GeV, with only the EMCal material. 
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CHAPTER 4. SIMULATION AND RECONSTRUCTION 25 

• The conversion of photons in the material of the ALICE detectors was quantified by 
simulating single photon and 1Toevents over the same energy range with the addition of 
the other ALICE detectors. 

• The effect of a high multiplicity background on single particle shower profiles was inves
tigated by embedding these single particles without detectors in central Pb+Pb events, 
simulated using HIJING. 

• The final results were obtained from the simulation of single particles with the detector 
material and embedded in central Pb+Pb events. 

4.2.2 Background 

The Heavy Ion Jet INteraction Generator (HIJING 1.36) [80J was used to simulate the back
ground from the underlying heavy-ion event. HIJING simulates high-energy jets within heavy
ion collisions to test possible QGP signatures such as jet quenching and is based on PYTHIA 
with a Lund-type model for jet fragmentation [83]. Extrapolation from p+p to A+A collisions 
uses an optical Glauber model, with additional nuclear effects including nuclear shadowing of 
parton structure functions, parametrised jet energy loss and mini-jet production. 

The number of charged particles per unit rapidity at mid-rapidity, ~l~{f, is the most impor-

tant global observable in heavy-ion collisions. Predictions of di\jTch for central Pb+Pb events cy 
at LHC energy ranged from 2500 to 8000 before the first RHIC results, but measurements 
at RHIC for central collisions at 200 GeV yielded dljCh ~ 650 [84]. a factor of two below cy 
most model predictions for RHIC. Linear extrapolation from RHIC data to the LHC predicts 

d~;~ = 2500, but Figure 4.2 shows that HIJING predicts d~;~'h = 5000. This conservative 
background estimate was used in this thesis to ensure that the algorithms developed were 
robust in a high-multiplicity environment. 

The number of particles produced increases with centrality as the collisions between the 
ions become closer to head-on collisions. The collision is classified by the distance between 
the centres of the two colliding nuclei, known as the impact parameter, b. As the impact 
parameter approaches zero, the collisions become more and more central. The background 
simulations in this thesis used the 5% most central HIJING collisions, which are henceforth 
referred to as central collisions. For lead nuclei, the 5% most central collisions have an impact 
parameter smaller than 3 fm. 

The total energy deposited in the calorimeter in minimum bias HIJING events is shown 
in Figure 4.2. For 5% central collisions it ranges from 1.8 TeV to 2.4 TeV per event. This 
enormous background necessitates adaptations to the cluster finding algorithms used in p+p 
collisions such as the tower energy cut discussed in Section 5.4. 

4.3 Detector Simulation 
As shown in Figure 4.1 the simulation processes proceeds from event generation with the 
Monte Carlo programs, followed by digitisation. Digitisation uses three different intermedi
ate data structures to store the energy deposited per particle per tower (Hits), the energy 
deposited per tower (SDigits) and the energy per tower convoluted with detector effects (Dig
its). Relevant details of these steps will now be discussed in the context of the EMCal. 

4.3.1 Hits 

There is one EIVlCal Hit per particle depositing energy in each tower. GEANT produces a hit 
every time a particle deposits energy in a layer of scintillator. All the hits from a particle in the 
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Figure 4.2: The measured calorimeter energy as a function of the number of charged 

particles per unit rapidity at mid-rapidity (left). This is in turn shown as a function of 
impact parameter. 
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Figure 4.3: The energy of the decay photons of a 4.7 GeV ?To at different stages of 

the simulation process . The Primaries (top left) show the energies of the two photons 
(taken directly from the Monte Carlo) . The Hits (top right) show the energy deposited 
in the calorimeter material (output from GEANT). The energy of the SDigits (not shown) 
is qualitatively identical to the Hits for the EMCal. The Digits (bottom left) show the 

simulated detector read-out , including electronic noise. The Clusters (bottom right) are 

reconstructed using the clusterisation algorithm and should be compared to the Primaries. 

o 

difFerent layers of a tower are added together to form the Hits. There is only one electronic 
read-out per tower for the EMCal, so this saves space while preserving the event information . 
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CHAPTER 4. SIMULATION AND RECONSTRUCTION 27 

The time of this Hit is set to the time at which the particle first deposited energy, which 
generally occurs in the first layer of scintillator. This time refers to the arrival of the signal in 
the detector, not the timing information produced by the read-out electronics. 

4.3.2 SDigits 

SDigits (or summable digits) are made by summing together all the Hits in a tower, so that 
there is only one SDigit per tower. The arrival time of the resulting SDigit is set to the earliest 
time of the Hits. Note that this biases the SDigits energy-time distribution significantly when 
there are multiple particles depositing energy in the same tower as is often the case in heavy
ion collisions at LHC energies. For example, calculating the energy deposited within the first 
"30 ns" using the SDigits timing information, twice as much energy is found than if the Hit 
timing information is used. This is the reason that the Time Cut (see Section 5.4) is applied 
on the Hits and not the SDigits. If an SDigit has an energy below 100 MeV then the Monte 
Carlo particle originating the shower is not stored. 

4.3.3 Digits 

Digits are calculated by convoluting the SDigits with the detector response function including 
electronic noise and mean photon electron fluctuations. The signal has to be converted from 
an energy deposition (in GeV) to an amplitude that would be measured by the ADC: 

+ 
Amp = ---, ---'----

A DC eha nne/widt h 
(4.1 ) 

The ADC pedestal is the value read by the electronics in the absence of signal. It will be 
measured experimentally by taking pedestal runs, The electronics have 216 channels and the 
energy range to be measured is from 0 to 200 GeV, resulting in an ADC channel width of 3 
MeV. This channel width provides a lower bound on energy resolution, although this will be 
shown to be much small than the effects on energy resolution. 

Fluctuations due to the number of electrons produced per photon are simulated by randomly 
sampling from a Poisson distribution. Electronic noise is simulated by selecting positive values 
from a Gaussian distribution with a mean of zero and a = 3 MeV. A 9 MeV threshold was 
imposed to limit the number of towers containing only electronic noise being stored. The 
simulated electronic noise is added to any signal already found in a tower thereby smearing 
the deposited energy. After digitisation, the simulated data is in the same format as the real 
experimental data so that the same reconstruction software can be used in both cases, 

4.4 Clusters 

The first step in the reconstruction process is clusterisation. Clusterisation groups together 
energy in different towers to reconstruct all the energy deposited by a single particle. There 
are a number of possible algorithms and in this thesis two different ones were considered: the 
patch algorithm and the n-search algorithm. 

4.4.1 Clustering Algorithms 

Different clustering algorithms use different methods to find the digits are part of a single 
particle shower. The basic premise is that a particle tends to deposit its energy in nearby 
towers, although in the high multiplicity heavy-ion environment the showers from different 
particles tend to overlap. 

4.4.1.1 The Patch Algorithm 

The patch algorithm groups digits by placing a patch of fixed size centred on highest energy 
tower and adding all digits that lie within that patch to the cluster. Once digits are part of 
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CHAPTER 4. SIMULATION AND RECONSTRUCTION 28 

a cluster, they are removed from the list of digits . This process is repeated with the next 
highest energy tower until there are no towers with energies above an energy threshold, called 
the clustering seed. Two different patch sizes were implemented: 9 and 25 towers. 

4.4.1.2 The n-search Algorithm 

The neighbour-search (henceforth n-search) algorithm starts with the highest energy tower 
and adds all its neighbouring digits to the cluster digit list. It then takes each digit in the 
cluster digit list in turn and adds all its neighbours. This continues until the digits in the 
cluster digit list have no further neighbours. There were two different definitions of neighbours 
implemented . The n-search edge algorithm defines neighbours as two towers with a common 
edge. The n-search vertex algorithm defines neighbours as two towers with either a common 
edge or a common vertex. Figure 4.4 illustrates the neighbours of the digit at the centre 
obtained using each of these definitions in turn . 

In the high multiplicity of heavy-ion collisions at the LHC there are many overlapping 
showers and the clusters contain energy from many particles. A simple modification to the 
n-search algorithm was made by introducing a minimum tower energy cut in which towers 
containing energy below a certain threshold are ignored. The impact of this cut on shower 
shapes will be discussed in Section 6.2.1. 

Figure 4.4: Neighbour definitions for the n-search and patch algorithms. On the left the 
neighbours of a tower are those towers, which share an edge, while on the right it is those 
towers that share at least a vertex. 

4.4.1.3 Algorithm Comparison 

The patch algorithm is quick to implement and run. It is little affected by the high multiplicity 
environment . It has no mechanism to deal with the increase in the number of digits with 
increasing photon energy, nor does it have a means of finding two overlapping clusters. This 
means that it could efFectively be used for finding photons but would complicate the task of 
identifying merged 11' Os. 

The n-search algorithm is more sophisticated, does not assume a specific shower shape and 
handles the increase in the number of digits with particle energy. Contamination from shower 
overlap in the high multiplicity environment is reduced by the tower energy cut. This tower 
energy cut biases the algorithm in some non-intuitive ways. An obvious extension would be to 
include a routine to split clusters with multiple maxima using the shower profiles to apportion 
the energy between them. This is a far from trivial extension, but if it were implemented, it 
could mean that the minimum tower energy cut could be lowered significantly. Even without 
this modification, the n-search algorithm will be shown to be effective in particle reconstruction 
and 1- 11'0 discrimination. 
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4.4.2 Shower characterisation 

Once digits have been assigned to clusters. the next step is to calculate the position and energy 
of the cluster. 

4.4.2.1 Energy and Position Calculation 

The energy of a cluster is calculated by summing the energies of the digits in the cluster. 

E=2.: ei (4.2) 

The position of the incident particle is calculated as the centre of gravity of the digits weighted 
by their energies [85]. 

x (4.3) 

where }'i is the geometric centre of the ith tower. This method introduces systematic errors 
into the calculated position relative to the incident position. which increase with distance 
between the point of incidence and the module centre and reach a maximum as the point of 
incidence crosses the boundary between modules. 

The energy deposition within a shower decreases logarithmically as a function of the dis
tance from the shower centre. A linear weighting of the tower energy results in the calculation 
being dominated by a single high-energy tower, therefore alternative algorithms have been 
proposed. 

One method takes the two towers on either side of the tower with maximum energy and 
calculates the position using the logarithm of the ratio of their energies. The other uses the 
logarithm of the ratio of the energies of the two towers with maximum energy. It was found 
that using a logarithmic weighting of energy improves the position resolution significantly [86] 
because shower energy decreases logarithmically with radius. The logarithmic weighting is 
used to calculate the tower position as follows: 

x ( 4.4) 

where 
Wj =rna:r[O, 100 + log (4.5) 

E 
The dimensionless parameter Wo plays two roles: it scales the contribution from the shower 
tails to the energy and provides a threshold for a tower to be included in the energy. See [86] 
for a full discussion. Because the value of Wo is expected to be material independent for 
detectors with comparable tower sizes, a value of 4.5 [86J was used. The optimal value for 
the EMCal should ideally be obtained by balancing position resolution to contributions from 
shower shape fluctuations. Further corrections should account for the fact that the modules 
are not perpendicular to the interaction point [86. 87J. 

4.4.2.2 Cluster Shape 

The differences between electromagnetic and hadronic showers are outlined in Section 3.3.1. 
Significant discriminatory power stems from the fact that hadronic showers are generally more 
disperse than electromagnetic ones. The size of a cluster is measured by calculated the lateral 
dispersion and has been used in the past for e/1i discrimination. 

The lateral dispersion is a measure of the size of the cluster. It is defined to be the mean 
squared deviation of the digits from the shower position. It is calculated in a similar way to 
the position. using logarithmic weighting as follows: 
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d = I:Wd(1]i _1])2 + ( rPi - rP)2 ] 

I: wi 

30 

( 4.6) 

While the dispersion has proved useful in p+p collisions, it is sensitive to particles from 
the heavy-ion event depositing energy in towers neighbouring the perimeter . For this reason 
further shower shape parameters were explored . 

The shape of a cluster assumed to be the intersection of a cone containing the shower with 
the front face of the EMCal . Th is surface can be expressed in terms of a covariance matrix of 
the variances in four directions . In EMCal coordinates , we calculate the variances from : 

L 
/ 

V 1\ 

I 1..0 

/ 1..1 / / 

/ 
\ / 

Figure 4.5: Example of digits in a cluster and the resulting shower profile 
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(4.7) 

( 4.8) 

( 4.9) 

( 4.10) 

with an analogous definition for s¢¢)' These variances are the elements of shower shape tensor: 

(4.11 ) 

The eigenvalues of this matrix are the lengths of the ellipse axes (AO and Al in Figure 4.5) 
sometimes called the first and second moments. The shower tensor is a symmetric 2x2 matrix 
so the eigenvalues are real and can be calculated from the following analytical formula : 

(4 .12) 
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The sphericity, a measure of how much the cluster deviates from a circle, is obtained from /\0 

and/\\: 

5' ( 4.13) 

It is possible to calculate the third and fourth cluster moments, but the second cluster moment 
was found to give sufficient discrimination capabilities. A further discussion of this method is 
given in [88] Results from shower shape analysis for I-ITO discrimination in the EMCal will be 
presented and discussed in Section 6.3. 
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Chapter 5 

Simulation Tuning 

This chapter details preparatory studies to understand and reduce background effects caused 
by the detector material and the underlying Pb+Pb event. Photon conversions in the detector 
material were calculated; a sampling fraction was calculated to correct for energy loss in the 
lead; and Birks' law was added to improve the simulation of the hadronic response. 

5.1 Sampling Fraction 
The EMeal is a sampling calorimeter made of alternating layers of radiator (lead) and scin
tillator, but only the fraction of energy lost in the scintillator is measured. Therefore the 
scintillator layers are called active material and the lead layers are called dead material. A 
sampling fraction (the full energy divided by the measured energy) was calculated to correct for 
this using simulations of 1(}6 mono-energetic (10 GeV) photons. Depending on the calorimeter 
material and design, sampling fractions can be both position and energy dependent. In the 
case of the EMeal, it is both position independent (Figure 5.1), except at the calorimeter 
edges, and energy independent (Figure 5.2), except for very low energy photons. Therefore 
a constant sampling fraction can be used with value of 13.1 0.3, which was calculated from 
fits. 
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Figure 5.1: The Sampling Fraction as a function of 'I and o. The simulation used 10 GeV 

photons incident at varying positions on the calorimeter. The sampling fraction is calculated 

from the incident/deposited energy. 

5.2 Birks' Law 
The light produced in the active calorimeter volumes is proportional to the energy lost through 
ionisation of charged particles. Organic scintillators (such as the EMeal) are known to be less 
efficient at converting high local energy loss to scintillation light. Birks' law [89,90] corrects 
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Figure 5.2: Sampling Fraction vs photon energy. 

for this according to the following phenomenological formula: 

dL 

where: 

• kB 

.c= 

33 

(5,1 ) 

EMCal simulations take kB = 12.6 cmGcy-l and 0,0122 crn2Gey-2 calculated using 
the measured scintillator density ( Pscint 1.032 gcm-3) and parameters from Craun [91], 
The addition of Birks' law to EMCal simulations [92J decreased the calculations for the light 
yield from charged hadrons by approximately 10%, 

5.3 Photon conversion 

The front face of the EMCal is 464 cm from the interaction point, therefore photons pass 
through a large amount of material before reaching the EMCal. While passing through this 
material the photon can convert into electron-positron pairs, and begin showering before 
reaching the calorimeter. This broadens the showers observed in the calorimeter and they are 
more similar to those of 1fos. Figure 5,3 shows that 45% of photons convert before reaching 
the EMCal (red) and that this conversion fraction is independent of energy, These photon 
conversions occur most often in TRD (radial position of 294-368 cm), TOF and ITS as shown 
in Figure 5.4, 

Photon conversions in the beam pipe and the ITS will be reconstructed in the TPC using a 
method similar to [93.94]' but these are only "",10% of the photons conversions (Table 5.1), 
Fortunately, many of the converted photons form narrow showers and still can be reconstructed 
in the EMCal, 

5.4 Time Cut 

Figure 4.2 showed that HIJING predicts that 

4000-5000 particles, Figure 5,5 (right) displays 

in central collisions at the LHC will be 

energy measured by the calorimeter for 
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Figure 5.3: The percentage of photons reaching the EMCal without converting (red) with 
the material from all the ALICE detectors . The percentage of photons that convert to an 
electron-positron pair but do not shower further before the EMCal is shown below in black . 
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Figure 5.4: The number of photons creating large showers (more than three particles) as a 
function of the original photon TJ and ¢; (left) . The regular pattern is due to the conversion 
in the structural supports of the TRD . The x and y positions at which the photons convert 
are shown on the right. The conversions at the top left are in the ITS and the conversions 
further out are in the TRD and TOF. 

Detector % Photons Converting 
TRD 17.82% 
TOF 9.14% 

Beam pipe/ ITS 5.75% 

Table 5.1: The detectors with the largest percentage of photon conversions . 
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350 central HIJING events (b < 3 fm) . This large amount of energy is caused both the high 
multiplicity in Pb+Pb events and the interaction of those particles with material in the ALICE 
detectors. Figure 5.6 shows the production vertices (measured in the radial and z directions) 
for particles depositing energy in the EMCal. Figure 5.6 (left) shows the vertices for particles 
depositing energy before 30 ns, where the particles are produced in a cone from the interaction 
point, and Figure 5.6 (right) shows the vertices for particles depositing energy after 30 ns, 
where production occurs through out ALICE. The muon absorber is a significant source of 
background and this can be seen in the trapezium starting from z = -100 em, r = 0 cm and 
moving towards negative values. The EMCal is located from r = 454 cm to 484 cm. In the 
second plot there is evidence of backscattering: particles hitting the L3 magnet beyond and 
scattering back through the EMCal. 

30 

25 Ifn l ime ("ul 

20 

15 

10 

5 

Figure 5.5: The total energy deposited in the EMCal in central Pb t-Pb events with all the 
detectors (blue curve) and the same events with a 30 ns time cut (green curve) 
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z component of vertex position (em) z component of vertex position (em) 

Figure 5.6: The production vertices (in projected into the radial and z directions) of particles 
depositing energy in the EMCal before 30n s (left) and after 30 ns (right), weighted by the 
deposited energy. 
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This large background from scattered particles at late times motivated the implementation 
of the integration time (called time cut) after [95]. The value for the time cut was determined 
from Figure 5.7: the ratio of integrated deposited energy from primaries that had their 
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CHAPTER 5. SIMULATION TUNING 36 

momenta in the EMCal acceptance to those with momenta outside of the EM Cal acceptance. 
This ratio decreases rapidly as the integration time increases . The exact value of the integration 
time to be implemented in the electronics is under still under discussion, but is expected to be 
in the range of 30-100 ns. 

The energy deposited as a function of time was decomposed by particle types (Figure 5.7) 
where it was observed that this background at late times is caused by neutrons. Note that the 
neutrons continue depositing energy until rv 1~, well beyond the time shown in Figure 5.7. 

TIJlal£m:rgy 

Em!rgy {ro,,' ('"mories iI/s ide ,I.I: F.MC(l1 ;fCC;!l'lul/ ... ' 

10 

10~L~20~~~~8~0~1~00~12~0~14~0~16~0~1~8~0~200 
time (ns) 

lola { 

!2-'-* -'-'--f.;;'--'-'-;!;;.60'· ' 'SIO' , 1riO '1~O ' 1~O ' 1~O ' 1~O ' 200 
time (ns) 

Figure 5.7: The deposited energy as a function of time. This can be split in the energy 
deposited by particles that were originally in the EMCal fiducial region and that deposited 
by particles outside the fiducial region (left). Alternatively, it can be shown as the energy 
deposited by difFerent particles of which photons (ora nge) a nd neutrons (green) are shown 
as the dominant contributors . Note that the energy tail of the neutrons continues for an 
order of magnitude past the time scale of the plot . 

5.4.1 Neutrons 

The unexpectedly large energy deposited by neutrons led to further investigation . The large 
hydrogen content in the plastic scintillator means that high-energy neutrons knock out protons 
(like billiard balls) and these protons then deposit energy through ionisation. This is most 
efficient for high-energy neutrons, while low energy neutrons deposit energy through Compton 
scattering by producing electrons [96]. 

The Monte Carlo generator used in the simulations, GEANT , and the subroutine GHEISHA, 
is not optimised for the treatment of hadronic showers and underestimates high-energy hadronic 
energy depositions [97] . The GEANT tracking threshold is the energy below which particles 
are not tracked, and the neutrons are converted into two photons. Real neutrons would bounce 
around longer before converting. An energy threshold of 10 MeV was used in these simulations, 
which is appropriate for electromagnetic showers, but inappropriate for thermal neutrons . This 
means that the late time neutron background should be interpreted with caution. Additional 
simulations with FLUKA [98J, a Monte Carlo generator with better treatment of hadronic 
interactions, are currently being investigated. 

5.5 Tower Energy Cut 

The 30 ns time cut reduces the tower occupancy to 60% , but this is not sufficient for 
clusterisation algorithms to easily reconstruct particles individually. A tower energy threshold, 
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Figure 5.8: The fractional tower occupancy in the EMCal as a function of tower energy 
cut for central HIJING events with a time cut of 30 ns . 
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called the tower energy cut, can be used to artifically reduce the tower occupancy. The 
fraction of towers contain ing energy above the tower energy cut is shown in Figure 5.8 for 
different values of the tower energy cut. This total fraction is also split into hadronic and 
electromagnetic components . Once the minimum cut reaches 100 MeV, the tower occupancy 
drops to below 20% and the clusteriser can be expected to be able to reconstruct individual 
particles. It will shown in a later Section 6.1 , that a much higher tower energy cut provides 
the best energy resol ution . 

This cha pter has discussed simulation development together with some of the background 
contributions to photon measurements. This next chapter will discuss results on '"Y - ?fO 

discrimination. 
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Chapter 6 

Results and Discussion 

Clustering algorithms and methods of shower characterisation were discussed in Section 4.4. In 
this chapter, photon energy resolution calculated using the different algorithms (Section 6.1) is 
compared; shower shape analysis (SSA) is used to distinguish between photon and Jr°showers 
(Section 6.2.1) and preliminary results on 1- Jr0 discrimination in the EMCal (Section 6.3) 
are presented. 

6.1 Photon Energy Resolution 

The signal in the EMCal is significantly affected by background. The main contributions are 
from photon conversion (40% of photons convert before reaching the EMCal (see Figure 5.3) 
and Section 5.3) and particles, especially neutrons, from the underlying Pb+Pb event leave 
a large amount of energy in the calorimeter (see Figure 5.7). The background due to the 
underlying event can be significantly reduced by shortening the integration time, called the 
time cut (see Section 5.4), and by excluding particles with energies below a threshold from 
the clustering algorithm (see Section 5.5), called the tower energy cut. We now compare the 
photon energy resolution obtained using the four algorithm variants. Contamination caused by 
particles from the underlying Pb+Pb event degrades the energy resolution. The improvements 
gained by using a time cut and a tower energy cut are discussed. A correction for the shift of 
the mean measured energy due to the tower energy cut is introduced. 

In this thesis the energy resolution, (jErel, will be defined as the width of a Gaussian fit 
to the difference between the energy calculated for the cluster and the original photon energy 
(obtained from PYTHIA) scaled by the energy of the original photon, i.e. 

( 
!::.E ) 

a EOrig 
(6.1 ) 

where !::.E Eclus - EOri,(J' The quantity $-E will be referred to as the relative energy 
Long 

shift of the cluster. 

6.1.1 Comparison of energy resolution in the n-search and patch algorithms 

This section presents photon energy resolution results for the difFerent algorithms introduced 
in Section 4.4.1. The patch algorithm groups towers within a patch of fixed size centred 
on the highest energy tower. Patch sizes of nine towers (referred to as 3x3 patch) and 
25 towers (5x5 patch) were used. The n-search (or neighbour-search) algorithm groups 
together contiguous towers, by recursively adding the neighbours, above an energy threshold, 
of each tower in the cluster. The two variants of the n-search algorithm use different neighbour 
definitions. The n-search vertex considers towers with a common vertex to be neighbours, 
while the n-search edge considers towers with a common edge to be neighbours. 

38 
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Numerous simulations were used to understand different effects. The third set of the 
simulations from Section 4.2.1: photons, simulated with only the EMCal, and embedded in 
central Pb+Pb events, were used for the energy resolution studies. Results are presented for 
photons with energies between 4 and 30 GeV. Below 4 GeV the background from particles 
from the Pb+Pb event makes the interpretation of the energy resolution difficult, Time cuts 
ranging from 20 ns to 1000 ns were used to assess the impact of the integration time on 
energy resolution. 

The algorithms were tested using simulations with a 1 GeV cut on the clustering threshold 1 

to reduce the number pure background clusters. Four different tower energy cuts were used for 
the n-search algorithms (from 100 MeV to 500 MeV). Information from the Monte Carlo event 
generation allowed selection of clusters containing energy deposited by one of the embedded 
photons. 

The energy resolution for each case was obtained by fitting the relative cluster energy shift 
in 2 GeV bins of original particle energy, Two examples of these relative energy plots with their 
respective Gaussian fits are shown in Figure 6.1. The left figure illustrates a "bad" case with 
large values due to particles from the underlying Pb+Pb event, It uses the n-search vertex 
algorithm on low energy photons (8 10 GeV), with the maximum time cut (1000 ns) and a 
low tower energy cut (150 MeV). The figure on the right is an example of a "good" fit with 
little contribution from the underlying Pb+Pb event, It uses the n-search edge algorithm with 
the optimal time cut (30 ns) and a 500 MeV tower energy cut, In this case the distribution is 
clearly Gaussian with no tail. Note that the mean value of the relative energy shift is negative, 
This is caused by the tower energy cut and will be discussed further in Section 6,1.2, 

Because the relative energy shift distribution often differs from a Gaussian (as in Figure 6,1 
(a)), an iterative fit procedure was used to extract the Gaussian part of the energy resolution, 
This constrained the range of the current fit to { +/1. 2a+/1} using a and IL obtained in the 
previous fit. The range was constrained asymmetrically because the underlying event increases 
the cluster energy, forming a tail at positive values. The fitting procedure was iterated four 
times to obtain the results presented in Figure 6.1. I\lote that the energy resolution obtained 
in this way does not take into account the full magnitude of the tail, hence the fits with large 
background underestimate the contribution of that background to energy resolution, 

The fitting procedure was repeated for photons with energies between 4 and 30 GeV for 
each case introduced above. The resulting energy resolution as a function of energy was fitted 
to obtain an energy independent measure of the resolution (see Figure 6,2), using the following 
parametrisation to account for shower multiplicity fluctuations [77J: 

R
" .. -

') 
£1 -- _." :2 

b Eres -.. (VB) + B (6,2) 

Figure 6.2 shows the fit obtained for the n-search edge algorithm with a 30 ns time cut and a 
500 MeV tower energy cut. The errors on the energy resolution shown are the errors from the 
Gaussian fit. The patch algorithm was implemented because it was expected to be insensitive 
to the large neutron background observed at late times, obviating the need to reduce the 
integration time. Figure 6,3 shows that the 3x3 algorithm gives very similar results with the 
30 ns (solid) and 1000 ns (dashes) time cuts, while the total background energy in the EMCal 
doubles (see Figure 5,5), The 5x5 algorithm shows significantly worse energy resolution even 
with the 30 ns time cut. This is because photon showers contain less than nine towers on 
average (Figure 6.9(e)) so the additional 16 towers only increase the background contribution. 

IThe clustering threshold is minimum energy a tower must have to be the seed for a new cluster 
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Figure 6.1: Examples of the fits used to determine the photon energy resolution . On 
the left is an example of a background contaminated fit using low energy photons (8 - 10 
GeV) using the n-search vertex algorithm with the maximum time cut (1000 ns) and a low 
tower energy cut (150 MeV). On the right is an example of a fit showing little background 
contamination. It uses the n-search edge algorithm on high-energy photons (20 - 22 GeV) , 
the optimal time cut (30 ns) and a high tower energy cut (500 MeV) . Both were fitted using 
an iterative Gaussian fit, the details of which are discussed in the text. 
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Figure 6.2: Energy resolution as a function of increasing photon energy for the n-search 
edge algorithm with a 30 ns time cut and a 500 MeV tower energy cut . The curve shown 
is a fit to Equation 6.2, the details of which are discussed in the text. 
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It is clear that the 3x3 patch algorithm consistently obtains better energy resolution than the 

5x5 patch algorithm. 

To compare the variants of the n-search algorithm, the slope parameter, A, from Equa

tion 6.2 was plotted in Figure 6.4. Smaller slope parameters indicate better energy resolution . 

The n-search edge algorithm (blue) consistently provides better energy resolution than the 

n-search vertex algorithm (red) for each case . Increasing the tower energy cut improves the 

resolution in each case investigated. but has the least effect on the n-search edge algorithm . 

With a 500 MeV tower energy cut, all four cases, have a very similar energy resolution, because 

this cut removes almost all the background contribution. Shortening the time cut significantly 

improves the energy resolution by removing the contribution from the late-time neutrons. 

The background effects were quantified by comparing the photon energy resolution results 
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Figure 6.3: Energy resolution fits for the patch algorithm . The solid curves are fits using 
the optimal time cut (30 ns) and the dashed curves for a 1000 ns window. The 5x5 patch 
algorithm is in green and the 3x3 patch algorithm in blue. See text for discussion . 
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of the fit slope parameter for the n-search algorithms. The fit 
parameter, A (see Equation 6.2), is shown vs increasing tower energy cut for different 
versions of the n-search algorithm : n-search vertex (red) and n-search edge (blue) for both 
30 ns (solid) and 1000 ns (dashed) time cuts . 
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with , and without , embedding the photons in Pb+Pb events (Figure 6.5) . The dotted lines 
show that the energy resolution for single photons is slightly better with the 100 MeV tower 
energy cut (blue) than the 500 MeV tower energy cut (red), because with a larger tower 
energy cut more of the signal towers are cut out. This is reversed in the results on embedded 
photons, because the 500 MeV removes significantly more background, and this background 
is the dominant contribution to the energy resolution (cf. the solid curves) . 

Figure 6.6 compares the optimal cases for the four algorithms, with the 30 ns time cut . 
The results differ little between both the n-search algorithms and the 3x3 patch algorithm , 
with the 3x3 patch algorithm obtaining slightly better energy resolution. It is only with the 500 
MeV tower energy cut that the energy resolution for the n-search algorithm is comparable to 
the patch algorithm . This 500 MeV tower energy cut limits the reconstruction of low energy 
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Figure 6.5: Energy resolution fits with (solid) and without (dashed) background for the 
n-search algorithm with tower energy cuts of 100 (blue) and 500 (red) MeV and a 30 ns 
time cut . 
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photons, which is an energy range in which the 3x3 patch algorithm could be very useful. 
Implementing refinements to the n-search algorithm, such as peak-finding and cluster-splitting, 
could reduce the number of clusters contaminated by overlapping background showers. This 
is expected to significantly improve the energy resolution of the n-search algorithm and extend 
the low momentum coverage. 
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Figure 6.6: Parametrised energy dependence of the relative energy resolution for the best 
cases of the four algorithms. All the algorithms have a 30 ns time cut, and the n-search 
algorithms use a 500 MeV tower energy cut . 

6.1.2 Energy correction for the Tower Energy Cut 

The previous section showed that the tower energy cut reduces the contribution from particles 
of the underlying event to clusters. In addition to reducing contributions from the background, 
the cut excludes some of the lower energy towers from the signal. As the tower energy 
cut increases, more and more of the signal is removed and the mean of the relative energy 
distribution becomes increasingly negative (Figure 6.7 (a)), which shows the relative energy 
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shifts for single photons without any background . The shift in the mean of the relative energy 
is generally monotonic with energy and so it can be corrected with a polynomial fit. The 
mean energy shift for particles embedded in Pb+Pb events is very different (Figure 6.7 (b)) 
because the background tends to increase the total energy included in a cluster and this is 
typically a much greater effect than the shift due to the tower energy cut. For the 500 MeV 
tower energy cut, represented by the green curve, one sees that the means with the underlying 
Pb+Pb event approach the values of those without the underlying Pb+Pb event, especially 
at higher energies. 

The precise details of this shift will be highly sensitive to the event multiplicity and hence 
the precise calibration can only be obtained from data . The energy dependence of the shifts 
was fitted with second order polynomials . 
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Figure 6.7: The means of the relative energy distributions for n-search edge algorithm for 
varying tower energy cuts . On the left is the result with only the EMCal and on the right is 
the result for photons embedded in a central Pb+Pb event. 

6.2 ,-no discrimination techniques 

Three different methods of nO discrimination were introduced in Section 3.3.2: invariant 
mass analysis, shower shape analysis and the isolation cut. Their respective energy ranges 
of application are governed by the relationship between the opening angle between the decay 
photons and the size of the calorimeter's towers (see Figure 3.9). The distribution width shows 
that the opening angle is not only a function of energy, but also depends on how energy is 
divided between the two nOs . This thesis will only discuss results from invariant mass and 
shower shape analysis as these are most appropriate to the EMCal acceptance. 

Figure 6.8 shows how the percentage of nOs being reconstructed as one or two clusters 
varies with energy. If a nO is reconstructed as two clusters, invariant mass analysis is the 
technique of choice, while with merged clusters, shower shape analysis is more appropriate. 
The green curves on the left hand plot show that at 14 GeV a nO is equally likely to be 
reconstructed as one or two clusters. I\leutral pions with energy below 14 GeV are more likely 
to be reconstructed as two clusters and those with energy above 14 GeV are more likely to 
be reconstructed as a single cluster. Decreasing the tower energy cut means including lower 
energy towers in the cluster and hence lowers the energy at which the two photons become 
more likely to be reconstructed as a single cluster (9 GeV with a 100 MeV tower energy cut). 
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Figure 6.8: The percentage of nOs producing two separate clusters (dashed) or one merged 
cluster (solid) using the n-search edge algorithms as a function of nO energy. These merged 
clusters are the background considered in the 'Y - nO discrimination studies using shower 
shape analysis . 

6.2.1 Shower Shape Analysis 

44 

In the following, shower shape analysis will be explored and used to characterise the showers 
produced by photons and nO decay photons. The broadening of these showers due to photon 
conversions in the material from the other detectors and contamination from the Pb+Pb event 
will be discussed . Results on 'Y - n O discrimination using a momentum dependent cut will be 
presented . 

6.2.1.1 Shower characterisation 

In Section 4.4.2 parameters were introduced to characterise shower shapes: 

• The lateral dispersion (Equation 4.6), which is the mean squared deviation of the towers 
from the shower centre , logarithmically weighted by the tower energy (Figure 6.9(c)) 
and measures the average shower radius . 

• The lengths of the shower axes, AO and Al (Equation 4.12) are the eigenvalues of the 
shower shape tensor (see Equation 4.11) with AO > Al (Figures 6.9(a) and 6.9(b)). 

• The sphericity (Equation 4.13) is the relative difference between the lengths of the 
shower axes (Figure 6.9(d)) . 

• The shower cell multiplicity (Figure 6.9(e)) is the number of towers that are included in 
the cluster . 

The discriminatory power of each of these variables is demonstrated in Figure 6.9, where the 
shower shape parameters for photons and neutral pions with energies between 14 and 16 GeV, 
with no tower energy cut and without the Pb+Pb event are shown . It can be seen that Ao 
provides the best separation, as expected, because it provides the most direct measure of the 
opening angle between the nO decay photons. Additionally, it is uncontaminated by shower 
fluctuations perpendicular to the axis along the opening angle, in contrast to the dispersion 
and the sphericity. 
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Figure 6.9: Shower shape parameter for photons and 7r°S with energy between 14 and 16 
GeV, with only the EMCal simulated, using a 100 MeV tower energy cut and the n-search 

vertex algorithm. See text for further discussion. 
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In Figure 6.10 the dispersion, Ao and the sphericity are compared for photons and pions 
embedded in Pb+Pb events . The distributions, and most noticeably the sphericity, are broad
ened by contributions from particles in the Pb+Pb event . The tower energy cut, 500 MeV, 
reduces the contribution from the underlying Pb+Pb event significantly. An important effect, 
caused by the addition of background, is the increase in the photon dispersion and Ao values. 

The use of AO in , - 1fO discrimination will now be pursued. This parameter was selected 
because of the small spread for photons and the larger separation between photons and 1fOS 

than the dispersion . The next section will explore the different background contributions to 
Ao and determine the optimal AO cut for "( - 1fO discrimination. 
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Figure 6.10: The effect of the background on the shower shape parameters. Results are 
shown for 14-16 GeV photons (dashed) and 1fOS (solid) with only the EMCal (black) and 
from embedding in a central Pb+ Pb event (red). Results using the n-search edge algorithm 
with a 500 MeV tower energy cut and a 30 ns time cut. 

6.2.1.2 SSA analysis with second cluster moment, Ao 

It was shown in the previous section that the second cluster moment, AO, is the most robust 
shower shape parameter in the high multiplicity environment of heavy-ion collisions. It is largely 
unaffected by the 40% of photons converting in the material before the EMCal (Figure 6.11 
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(left)) but more altered when embedding the particles in a Pb+Pb event (Figure 6.11 (right)). 
Both these efFects decrease when the tower energy cut is raised, making AQ a very clean 
observable. 
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Figure 6.11: Comparison of the Ao distribution for photons and merged nOs with and 
without the conversions in the ALICE detectors (left) and the underlying event (right). 
Results using the n-search edge algorithm, with a 200 MeV tower energy cut, for photons 
and nOs with energies between 14 and 16 GeV. 

Figure 3.9 showed how the distance between the decay photons from a nO decreases with 
increasing energy and AQ decreases accordingly. Figure 6.12 shows that AQ for nOs that have 
two separate clusters (orange) is approximately energy independent, with a mean value just 
below 0.006 . For merged clusters (green), AD decreases strongly with energy until it becomes 
equal to that of the single photons at a PT of about 60 GeV. 
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Figure 6.12: The second cluster moment, Ao, for nOs as a function of energy. The photons 
that form two separate clusters have an energy independent AO value (orange), while the 
photons that merge into one cluster have a large AO value (green), falling steeply with 
increasing cluster energy. The mean values of the Ao distributions, for each case are plotted 
in black . The distance between these mean values provides an indication of the "f - nO 
discrimination capabilities of the EMCal. 

Since AD for 7f
DS decreases significantly with energy, the AD cut was optimised in 2 GeV 

energy bins, by maximising the significance. The significance was defined to minimise the 
relative errors in the final measurement as estimated by: 

(6.3) 
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where 

• S = number of photons accepted by the AO cut 

• B = number of 7r°S accepted by the AO cut 

The n-search edge algorithm was used in this analysis because energy resolution studies 
showed that it produced better results than the n-search vertex algorithm (see Section 6.1) . 
The patch algorithms were not considered because they are unsuitable for use on merged 
clusters due to the fixed patch size. 

Three different tower energy cuts were applied, because although the 500 MeV tower 
energy cut obtains the best energy resolution (Figure 6.5) , it is expected that lowering the 
tower energy cut would increase the sensitivity to shower shapes. It turns out that the effect 
of the background is large and the 500 MeV tower energy cut consistently obtains a greater 
significance (see Figure 6.14 which compares the significance obtained for the three cuts). 

Figure 6.13 shows the Ao cut value as a function of energy for the three tower energy 
cuts, for maximum significance. Below 10 GeV, the results should be interpreted with caution 
because there are very few 7r°S reconstructed as a single cluster, but the larger AO values are 
representative of the shower broadening of low-energy photons. The 500 MeV tower energy cut 
(blue curve) has a smaller AO cut than the other tower energy cuts, because it has the smallest 
background contribution to the photon AO distribution . At high PT there is a sharp rise in the 
optimal AO cut, which occurs first for the 100 MeV tower energy cut at approximately 35 GeV. 
This is the value at which the AO distributions for the photons and the 7r°S overlap entirely 
and one cannot use shower shape analysis to discriminate . Increasing the tower energy cut 
increases the energy range of SSA by removing more of the background, which broadens the 
photon AO distribution . 

0.02 - 100 MeV 
- 200 MeV 
- 500 MeV 

20 40 
energy (GeV) 

Figure 6.13: The >'0 values that maximise the significance, calculated in 2 GeV energy bins 
for three different values of the tower energy cut. 

Excellent photon efficiency is obtained with the Ao cut (see Figure 6.15) with small con
tamination from 7r°s. This 7r0 contamination increases with energy as the Ao distribution 
moves closer to the photon Ao distribution . The photon efficiency was defined to be the 
number of photons accepted by the AO cut divided by the total number of photons simulated, 
with an analogous definition for the 7r°s. Note that this underestimates the contamination 
from 7r°S somewhat by assuming a 100% efficiency for the invariant mass cut . At 50 GeV, 
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Figure 6.14: The significance of , _no discrim ination for photons not showering before the 
calorimeter, and merged nOs (the showers from the two photons overlap) with Pr dependent 
Ao and varying tower energy cuts in central Pb+Pb events in one ALICE year. See text for 
details . 
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where one reaches the edge of the range of applicability of I - nO discrimination , the signal 
becomes rapidly contaminated with 7fOs. These efficiency and contamination plots will be 
scaled by NLO pQCD cross-sections to obtain realistic predictions for photon and nO spectra 
after applying SSA. 
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.... _' 
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Figure 6.15: The efficiency of photon acceptance and nO acceptance is shown for single 
photons, which do not shower before the calorimeter, and merged nOs (the showers from 
the two photons overlap) with Pr independent AO cut of 0.007 and a minimum tower energy 
cut of 500MeV within central Pb+Pb events . 

This section has shown that AD with a 500 MeV tower energy cut provides an excellent 
method for discriminating between photons and 7fOS, with energies between 10 and 50 GeV, 
even within the large background from Pb+Pb events. 

6.2.2 Invariant Mass Analysis 

The previous section discussed how a AD cut can be applied to discriminate between photons 
and merged 7fOs. Figure 6.8 shows that below 13 GeV more than 50% of the n Os are re-
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CHAPTER 6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 50 

constructed as two separate clusters in the EMCal. It will now be shown that invariant mass 
analysis can be used to eliminate a significant proportion of these clusters. 

Figure 6.16 provides a first look at invariant mass analysis . Photons were simulated with 
all the material from the ALICE detectors and embedded in central Pb+Pb events . The n
search edge algorithm with a 500 MeV tower cut and a 1 GeV clustering seed, was run to 
produce clusters. A 2 GeV cluster energy threshold 2 was used to reduce the low momentum 
background contribution. The AO cuts from Figure 6.13 were applied to identify photon 
clusters. Due to the limited statistics, there were insufficient nO candidates to exhibit a peak, 
so the invariant mass was recalculated with the requirement that only one of the photon 
candidates was selected by the Ao cut. 

-0-

200 I 

100 

o -
0.2 0.4 

reo mass (GeV) 

Figure 6.16: The invariant mass peak obtained for nOs embedded in central HIJING events 
using the optimised >'0 cut on one of the photons. The n-search edge algorithm used a 
tower cut of 500 MeV, a clustering seed of 1 GeV and a cluster energy cut of 2 GeV. 

The invariant mass distribution obtained with the AO cut on one of the photons is shown 
in Figure 6.16, which was then fitted with a Gaussian distribution. There is still contamination 
due to the underlying event, that possibly could be reduced by applying the AO cut to the 
second photon candidate. This result shows that shower shape analysis additionally rejects 
many hadronic showers. It should be treated as preliminary as it considers a sample of events 
enhanced by embedding nOs and further work is needed to demonstrate the full range and 
limitations of its applicability. 

6.3 r - nO discrimination results 

Section 6.2.1 discussed the application of SSA to '"( - nO discrimination. We now present 
those results scaled by predicted cross-sections from Figures 2.10(a) and 2.10(b) and discuss 
the enhancement of the ,"(/nO ratio obtained from SSA. 

The efficiencies from Figure 6.15 were scaled by the respective photon and nO cross-sections 
(see Figure 2.10) and presented in Figure 6.17. The black points show the number of photons 
that will be accepted in one ALICE year using the AD cut and the red points show the number 
of nOs that will be included by that same cut. 

The ratio of the number of photons to the number of nOs after applying the AD cut (the 
blue curve in Figure 6.18) is compared to the ,"(/nO ratio expected . The peak between 10 and 

2The cluster energy threshold was the minimum cluster energy for a cluster to be used in the analysis 
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20 GeV covers the energy range to which the analysis is best suited, because the nO decay 
photons are well separated . For photons with energies approximately 20 GeV the 'Y-nOratio is 

enhanced by a factor of 50 relative to the theoretical prediction (Fig 2.10(b)) . The overlap 
of the photon and neutral pion AO distributions increases with energy and reduces this ratio. 
The ,/nO ratio at high energies is expected to depend on the event multiplicity, which will 
only be determined from data . 

• 
~ 

• 
• • 

• • • 
• 
• • c 

I 

20 

• photons 
• nO' s 

• • I • • • I • • • • 
I 

40 
energy (GeV) 

Figure 6.17: The photon yield (black) per ALICE year (1068) in minimum bias Pb+ Pb 
collisions as a function of PT obtained using the optimised Ao cut compared to the con
tamination from merged nOs (red). The invariant cross-sections are NLO pQCD predictions 
with the CTEQ5M structure function, EKS98 for nuclear shadowing and an energy loss 
parameter. 

o 
~ -?-

- NLO prediction 
- NLO prediction with SSA 

2 

0~====2~0~~~~~~4~0==========~60 
energy (GeV) 

Figure 6.18: Expected enhancement of the I/no ratio (blue) after applying SSA to the 
ratio predicted by NLO pQCD calculations (red) in Figure 2.10(b) . 
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It has been shown that the n-search edge algorithm consistently produces better results 
than the n-search vertex algorithm; and that the 500 MeV tower energy cut improves both 
the energy resolution and the ~I - 'ir0 discrimination capabilities. The 3x3 patch algorithm 
provides slightly better energy resolution than the n-search algorithm and it seems likely that 
it is the preferred algorithm for reconstructing low energy photons. Shower shape analysis can 
be used in the EMCal in heavy-ion collisions to provide ~! - 'ir0 discrimination for particles with 
energies between 10 and 50 GeV (Figure 6.17). 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusion 

This thesis has demonstrated that the EMCal, with an acceptance seven times larger than 
PHOS, can be used to significantly extend the high-PT photon measurements of the ALICE 
experiment in heavy-ion collisions at the LHC. 

Photon energy resolution was calculated using four cluster-finding algorithm variants, which 
were modified to account for the large background in Pb+Pb collisions at 5.5 TeV. The best 
energy resolution was obtained with the 3x3 patch algorithm (5% at 10 GeV and 3% at 30 
GeV). 

The n-search algorithm was used to characterise photon and neutral pion shower shapes, 
and a cut based on their shower shape differences was used to reduce the contamination by 
neutral pions in the direct photon spectrum. The n-search edge algorithm consistently obtained 
superior results to the n-search vertex algorithm. The technique of ITO discrimination 
enhanced the ~(IITO ratio by a factor of 50 at 20 GeV. 

A measurement of direct photon spectrum can be used to test theoretical predictions about 
photon production and the measurement of }I-jet fragmentation functions should provide a 
better understanding of parton energy loss in a hot dense medium. 
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Chapter 8 

Outlook 

This thesis presented results for the reconstruction and identification of photons with energies 
between 10 and 50 GeV. Methods to improve the PT coverage and physics measurements will 
now be discussed. 

8.1 Extending the EMCal photon PT range 

The low PT coverage can be extended by implementing cluster splitting and high PT coverage 
by an isolation cut. 

Preliminary results for photons with energies below 10 GeV were presented, but the 500 
MeV tower energy cut needed by the current algorithm limits the low-PT photon reconstruction. 
Clusters containing energy from more than one particle can be identified by implementing 
peak-finding algorithms. Provided that the shower profile is well understood, fits to a shower 
containing more than one particle can be used to apportion the energy into two separate 
clusters. In principle, a cluster-splitting algorithm should be able to remove a large proportion 
of the contamination from particles from the underlying event, and therefore reduce the tower 
energy cut used. 

The photon reconstruction techniques have no upper energy limit, but the photon candidate 
spectrum becomes increasing contaminated by the decay photons from 1fOS as the opening 
angle between the decay photons decreases with energy. These high-energy 1fOS are invariably 
produced in jet fragmentation and therefore are accompanied by other particles produced in 
the fragmentation. An isolation cut can be used to reject these high-energy 1fOS by considering 

a cone around the photon candidate. If there are other particles within that cone, the photon 
candidate is rejected as a direct photon. Isolation cuts also can be used to separate the prompt 
photons from the bremsstrahlung photons. 

Isolation cuts have been used in p+p collisions, but in heavy-ion collisions their application 
is complicated by the high-multiplicity of the underlying Pb+Pb event. In jet fragmentation 
the leading particle typically has 20% of the jet energy, therefore the energies of the remaining 
jet particles soon fall below the background. Energy fluctuations in the underlying Pb+Pb 
event (9% in 5% central collisions) complicate the choice of the energy threshold for the 
cone. The efficiency of the isolation cut is strongly dependent on the precise details of jet 
fragmentation, which are not well constrained by either PYTHIA or p+p collisions. This makes 
the interpretation of direct photon results using an isolation cut difficult. 

8.2 Physics measurements with photons 

The motivation for high-PT photon studies in the EMCal was to measure parton energy loss 
directly with I-jet fragmentation functions. We present here a first look a ~l-jet fragmentation 
function, to show the necessity of accurate energy measurement. 

Fragmentation functions were introduced in Section 2.5 and are used to study jet fragmen-
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- parton energy 
real jet energy 
smeared jet energy 
real photon energy 
smeared photon energy 
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Figure 8.1: Fragmentation functions for 100 GeV jets from PYTHIA without background 
from the Pb+Pb event. The histograms are calculated with different values for the energy. 
The solid histograms use energy values from PYTHIA: parton energy (blue), photon energy 
(black), jet energy (red) . The dashed histograms were obtained by smearing the photon 
(3.5 %) and jet energies (40 %) by the expected EMCal energy resolution. See text for 
details. 
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tation . Figure 8.1 shows an example of a fragmentation function for 100 GeV jets from pure 
PYTHIA simulations (no background from the underlying event). The different histograms 
measure the jet energy in different ways. The true fragmentation function (blue histogram) 
uses the parton energy. The red dashed histogram smears the jet energy by a 40% energy 
resolution 1 and the black dashed curve smears photon energy by 3.5%. The figure shows that 
imprecise energy measurements have a large impact on fragmentations functions and could 
very well obscure the changes to the fragmentation function from the medium. 

Other intended high-PT photon measurements include jet energy calibration and correla
tions . The correlations , including , - , and , - ?fO, can measure jet energy loss even with 
the inclusion of bremsstrahlung photons ?? 

1 A jet energy resolution of 40% is somewhat conservative: a more accurate estimate would be 25-30% 
[99] 
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Appendix A 

Kinematics 

Collision energy and geometry For collider experiments the initial state is usually spec
ified as the centre of mass energy per nucleon, 5.5 TeV at the LHC. The final state is fully 
characterised by the momenta p = (Px) Py ) pz ) and the mass, m, or energy, E of all particles. 
These three quantities are related by 1 

(A.I) 

Figure A.I illustrates the geometry of a nucleus-nucleus collision. The grey shaded regions 
shows the nucleons that are the participants in the collision. The nucleons in the unshaded 
regions are referred to as spectators. The impact parameter, b, is the distance between the 
centres of the nuclei. The collision centrality is increases as the impact parameter decreases . 

Figure A.1: An illustration of a nuclear collision. The shaded regions indicate the nucleons 
that participate in the collision. The impact parameter, b, is the distance between the 
centres of the nuclei and determines the centrality of the collision . 

Transverse Momentum The collisions are approximately symmetric about the beam di
rection therefore the momentum can be reduced to the longitudinal, (Pz), and transverse 

momentum , Pt = Jp~ + p~, with the z axis lying along the beam direction . 

Rapidity Alternative variables are the transverse mass, m, and rapidity, y defined by 

y = ~ In E + pz 
2 E - pz 

(A.2) 

1 Natural units are used throughout this thesis, with the speed of light r. and Planck's constant h both set 
to one. Energy will be given in GeV . 
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and 
mt= (A.3) 

The rapidity is additive under Lorentz boosts along the which means that rapidity 
differences are unchanged, i,e, Lorentz invariant, The range in rapidities of the produced 
particles varies with the collision energy. At the LHC particles will be produced with iyi < 8. 

Pseudorapidity In experiments, detected particles are not always identified, Both the mo
mentum and the energy are needed to calculate the rapidity, but in high-energy experiments 
the mass can often be negligible when compared to the momentum. The pseudorapidity, 17, 
approximates the energy with the momentum and can be calculated by the following: 

1 P P L 1 1 1 + cos () 1 . () 'I = - In -_ ....... = - n = n cot 
2 P P L 2 1 cos () 2 

(A.4) 

For massless particles, the pseudorapidity will be identical to the rapidity, For massive 
particles, it can be used to approximate the rapidity for large momenta. Equation A.4 shows 
the pseudorapidity is related to angle of particle-emission relative to the beam axis. 

For a full discussion of the kinematics of high-energy nuclear collisions see [100], 
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Glossary 

>jet A leading order pQCD process in which a photon and a parton are emitted back-to-back 
in a hard scattering. 

/\0 The second cluster moment. A measure of the maximal width of a cluster 

I' B The baryonic chemical potential is a measure of the excess of baryons over anti-baryons 
in a system 

Active material In this thesis, the material in the EMCal that converts deposited energy into 
light will be referred to as the active material. 

AGS Alternating Gradient Synchrotron. A previous heavy-ion experiment at Brookhaven. 

ALICE A Large Ion Collider Experiment. The dedicated heavy-ion experiment at the LHC 

Bremsstrahlung photons There are two types of bremsstrahlung photons in heavy-ion colli
sions: either produced directly in NLO pQCD processes or through the multiple scattering 
of a hard parton in a dense medium. 

Cluster A grouping of the towers with energy deposits in the calorimeter. 

Dead material In this thesis, the material in the EMCal that does not convert deposited 
energy into light will be referred to as the dead material. 

Decay photons The photons produced in the decay of a "oThe decay photon are the pre
dominant background to the direct photon signal. 

Digit A Digit is the energy deposited in a tower (like an SDigit), but convoluted with additional 
detector effects. 

Direct photons Photons produced at early times during the system evolution. These include 
all photon sources except photons produced in the decays of particles such as "os. 

EMCal The proposed Electromagnetic Calorimeter for the ALICE experiment. 

Fragmentation function A jet fragmentation function is a characterisation of the momen
tum distribution of particles within a jet. 

HG Hadron Gas. 

HIJING Heavy Ion Jet INteraction Generator. A computer program, based on PYTHIA, used 
to simulate Pb+Pb collisions. 
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Hit A Hit is the energy deposited by a single particle in a tower. 

Isolation cut An experimental technique to reduce the contamination of the direct photons 
by 'ir°S and bremsstrahlung photons produced in jet fragmentation. This achieved by 
rejecting direct photons candidates if there are other particles inside a cone centred on 
the photon candidate. 

Jet A jet is a localised group of particles produced In the fragmentation of a high-energy 
parton. 

LHC The Large Hadron Collider is a particle accelerator, which is being built at CERN. 

LO pQCD Perturbative QCD calculation including terms up to leading order in ct5 

Merged cluster If the two 'ir0 decay photons are reconstructed as a single cluster by the 
clustering algorithm, that cluster is termed a merged cluster. 

MIT bag model A phenomenological description of quark confinement. 

Moliere radius A circle of Moliere radius 1 contains 95% of the shower energy. 

N-search algorithm The neighbour-search clustering algorithm groups together contiguous 
towers. Two variants were used: the n-search vertex algorithm and the n-search edge 
algorithm. 

N-search edge algorithm A variant of the neighbour-search clustering algorithms that groups 
together towers with common edges. 

N-search vertex algorithm A variant of the neighbour-search clustering algorithms that 
groups together towers with either common edges or vertices. 

Neighbour Two different ways of selecting adjacent towers were used. The n-search edge 
algorithm defines neighbours as two towers with a common edge. The n-search vertex 
algorithm defines neighbours as two towers with either a common edge or a common 
vertex. 

NLO pQCD Perturbative QCD calculation including terms up to next-to-Ieading order in 0'5 

Nuclear interaction length,Aint The average distance a high-energy hadron has to travel 
in a material before a nuclear interaction occurs 

Opening angle The angle between the momenta of two photons produced in the decay of 
the neutral pions. 

Patch algorithm A Clustering algorithm that groups together all towers within a patch cen
tred on the highest energy tower. Two patches were used: consisting of 3x3 and 5x5 
towers. 

PHOS The Photon Spectrometer, one of the ALICE detectors, IS a lead-glass calorimeter 
designed for prompt photon detection. 
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Projective Tower A projective tower is oriented with the length lying along a radial line from 
the interaction point. 

Prompt photons Prompt photons are produced in a hard QCD processes: Compton scat
tering of gluons and quark anti-quark annihilation. 

QCD Quantum Chromodynamics. A non-Abelian gauge theory that describes the strong 
interaction. 

QGP The Quark-Gluon Plasma is a state of matter that consists of deconfined quarks and 
gluons, thought to have existed shortly after the Big Bang. 

Radiation length The distance over which an electron loses, on average, 63.2% of its energy 
through bremsstrahlung 

Relative energy shift The difference between the original photon and reconstructed photon 
energies divided by the original photon energy. 

RHIC The Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider located at Brookhaven. 

Sampling fraction A correction factor to account for energy deposited in the dead material 
of the calorimeter. The sampling fraction was calculated from photon simulations by 
comparing the original photon energy to the energy recorded by the calorimeter. 

SDigit An SDigit is the energy deposited in a tower, summed over all particles depositing 
energy in that tower (cf. Hit). 

Shower maximum The depth into a detector when the rate of energy deposition is a maxi
mum. 

Shower shape tensor A tensor whose elements are the variances of the shower in the "1 and 
6 directions. 

SSA Shower Shape Analysis. A method for characterising shower shapes. 

Thermal photon Photons produced during multiple scattering in a hot medium. The mo
mentum distribution of thermal photons reflects that of the particles in the medium and 
therefore the medium temperature. 

Tower energy cut A cut used to reduce the background from the Pb+Pb event to clusters. 
Towers with energies below the tower energy cut are excluded from the cluster. 
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